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Abstract 
 
A great number of studies have shown that the composition of the board of directors can have a 
significant impact upon firm performance. Early studies on board composition focused on 
factors such as independence of directors, with the impact of cognitive diversity in decision 
making gaining recognition only in the last few years. Recent diversity studies have focused on 
gender diversity with interesting but mixed results. We further explore the relationship between 
diversity and firm performance by studying the companies listed on the OMX Stockholm 
exchange between 2005 and 2009. Proportionally selecting one third of companies and every 
other year - total sample size of 258 measurements - we performed regression analysis of the 
effects of age diversity on the board (given by standard deviation of ages) upon financial and 
market performance (given by ROA and Tobin’s Q respectively).  

The analysis tested whether age diversity on the board improved firm performance, 
whether the effects were greater in small firms, and whether nonlinear “diminishing returns” 
appeared in situations with very high board diversity. As other studies have shown that board 
size, director tenure and gender diversity can all affect performance, we control for these  
factors as well as for mean director age, industry and firm size. After discovering that our 
metrics, ROA and Tobin’s Q, do not correlate for small and medium size firms, but only for large 
firms with a market cap above EUR 1 billion, we argue that ROA is a better measurement of firm 
performance. 

We found that age diversity significantly affects firm performance as measured by ROA, 
but not as measured by Tobin’s Q. We further found that the effects are only evident when the 
company belongs to the small-cap category with a market cap below EUR 150 million. The size 
of the effect differs depending on what measurement years are included in the analysis, and 
how long the time delay is between the measurement of age diversity and firm performance. We 
found that the effect of age diversity is slightly lower for ROA measured during the same year,  
compared to ROA measured two years later. Finally, our data did not support conclusions either 
way as to diminishing returns occuring in situations of extremely high age diversity, as too few 
such firms were found in the sample. In light of these findings, age diversity should be given 
equal weight to other considerations when composing a successful corporate board in small 
firms. 
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1. Introduction 

Board composition is a subject that has received increased attention during the last three 
decades. In particular, theoretical and empirical knowledge on how to compose a board of 
directors in order to maximise firm performance has become immensely valuable. Early 
research focused on board independence and the potential advantage of replacing inside 
directors with outsiders. Board size and board tenure have later found to be of importance for 
corporate governance and today interest has been drawn towards the issue of board diversity. 
Research on board diversity has primarily focused upon gender issues, with age diversity 
receiving little to no attention. We believe there is potential for the age diversity aspect of board 
composition to have an effect on firm performance. Circumstances in different countries further 
dictate that the effects of diversity must be examined and re-examined separately in each 
culture and market. We therefore hope this thesis will contribute to the developing research field 
of age diversity on the board of directors. 

1.1 Background 
In the aftermath of recent economic downturn, further government and industry attention has 
been put on corporate governance. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the US, the Cadbury Report in 
the UK and the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance are a few examples of legislation or 
guidelines put in place in order to regulate corporate governance. Diversity has also been a 
topic of conversation in the public discourse for decades in industrial countries. Over time, laws 
have been changed to include diversity and many firms have also adjusted their policies to 
include this subject. Historically the focus of these laws and firm policies have been on stopping 
discrimination in the workplace. Norway, as an example, has gone to the length of implementing 
a law that requires 40% of the directors to be female (Carter, D'Souza, Simkins, and Simpson, 
2010).  
 
The Swedish Code of Corporate Governance recommends a board with diverse genders, 
backgrounds, experiences and competences, but does not address the issue of age diversity 
(Kollegiet för svensk bolagsstyrning, 2010). Before the code was taken into use in 2005 it went 
through a number of revisions. In earlier revisions it was suggested that board members should 
only be elected for special reasons if they were more than 70 years old and that they should 
similarly stay on the board for no more than eight years barring special reasons. Age diversity 
seems, however, not to have been a subject of discussion. 
 
Studies have been conducted on the different aspects of diversity in both the society in general 
and the workplace in particular. Some show that a gender or ethnically diverse board of 
directors have a positive effect on performance, others show negative or no effect of diversity in 
relation to performance (Carter et al. 2010). Fewer studies have been performed on age 
diversity in relation to the workplace, but recently age diversity has been shown to have a 
positive effect on team performance in situations where the task is complex (Wegge, Roth, 
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Kanfer, Neubach and Schmidt, 2008). To the knowledge of the authors, almost no studies have 
yet been conducted on the specific question of age diversity on corporate boards, the exception 
being McIntyre, Murphy and Mitchell (2007), who found that age diversity was positively related 
to firm performance. 
 
Do these findings extend to top teams or the board? Should diversity be considered when 
forming the board, and if so, what are the reasons? Recent theoretical discussion on diversity 
has seen two sides form, with one side considering diversity to be of value in its own right and 
as a tool and forum for reduced discrimination, with the other side working strenuously to show 
that diversity is valuable to the company by introducing new viewpoints and strategies (Thomas 
and Ely, 1996). As time goes on, the “glass ceiling” constraining who is thought to be suitable 
for management roles in the upper echelons of the company slowly rises, it becomes possible to 
empirically analyse the effects of various factors of diversity in that most exalted institution, the 
corporate board. It is safe to assume that today, both directors, managers and employees are 
aware of the importance of diversity in the workplace from an anti-discrimination point of view. 
However, they may not be aware of when diversity will benefit and when it will harm team 
performance. 

1.2 Problem discussion 
Does the board of directors fulfill any meaningful function? Researchers answer the question 
with a broad range of answers - one extreme being that the board only fulfills a legal obligation, 
the other extreme being that the board takes an active and crucial role in the management of 
the firm (Adams, Hermalin and Weisbach, 2010). If the role of the board is primarily to monitor 
and control top management, agency theory seems to be a suitable theory to apply to the study 
of age diversity on the board of directors. If, however, the role of the board is one of decision 
control, as suggested by McIntyre et al. (2007), and including not only the prevention of 
negative management, but also the encouragement of management to go after opportunities 
that make sense for shareholders, resource dependence theory may be a more appropriate 
theory to apply.  
 
Closely related to resource dependence theory is human and social capital theories. These 
theories suggests that a board can maximise its social and human capital by the careful 
selection of board directors. Age diversity could affect the social capital in both positive and 
negative ways. By increasing age diversity a more differentiated social network and human 
capital might be gained. By including directors of different ages, in comparison with a 
homogeneous board, the total social and human capital might be increased. There may, 
however, be more appropriate ways to get the most out of the human and social capital. By 
selecting directors on the base of background, experience and competence instead of age, 
human and social capital may better be maximised. 
 
Social psychological theories suggests that increased board diversity could result in more 
diverse opinions, more critical thinking and more conflicts affecting performance negatively 
(Carter et al., 2010). In the decision making process it may encourage divergent thinking and 
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produce more innovation and creativity (Carter et al., 2010). Østergaard, Timmermans and 
Kristinsson (2011) argue that different generations experience different economical, 
technological and political trends that influence their perspectives, ideas and attitude. They 
conclude that firms with a variety of skills, knowledge and experience among their employees 
may therefore benefit from complementarities that can foster development.  
 
The similarity-attraction theory opposes the notion of age diversity in work teams. This theory 
states that individuals prefer to affiliate with other individuals whom they perceive as similar to 
themselves on the basis of various demographic characteristics, including age (Kunze, Boehm 
and Bruch, 2011). The affiliation stems from experiencing similar historical events and 
simultaneously reaching similar stages in private and family lives. Board members will, under 
this theory, therefore develop similar beliefs and attitudes that in turn, foster communication and 
cooperation. This theory clearly speaks against increased age diversity on the board of 
directors, considering it would result in decreased firm performance.  
 
The degree of age diversity could also affect the outcome. Excessive diversity has been found 
to be negatively related to performance because of conflicts and communication breakdowns 
(Murphy and McIntyre, 2007). The effects of diversity upon performance may also be depending 
upon context (Carter et a., 2010). Complex and ambiguous tasks have been shown to benefit 
from increased age diversity (Wegge et al., 2008). Smaller firms and firms in earlier life cycle 
stages are more likely to benefit from increased diversity in comparison with older and more 
mature firms (Hillman, Withers, and Collins, 2009).  
 
It has been suggested that board composition should be adjusted to the specific needs of the 
firm at the time being, because firms are in need of different resources at different times (Lynall, 
Golden and Hillman, 2003). Several other environmental factors, such as external operating 
environment or competitive pressure, have been suggested as possibly important for board 
composition (Murphy and McIntyre, 2007). These environmental factors have, however, 
received little attention so far, which makes it difficult to draw any conclusion whether or not they 
are of any importance (ibid.). 
 
There may very well be a complex relationship between diversity and performance (Ely, 2004). 
Although one cannot fully state how age diversity affects firm performance, it is obvious that age 
diversity is an indicator for something else than only experience, competence or skills as the 
Swedish Code of Corporate Governance lists as factors to consider when selecting board 
members. Seeing that age diversity has been insufficiently examined we cannot yet firmly state 
the relationship between age diversity on the boards of directors and firm performance. 
Therefore it is our belief that this problem needs more attention. 

1.3 Problem formulation and purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to increase the knowledge of the effects of age diversity in firm 
boards upon firm performance, which in practice can assist decision makers and nominating 
committees in how to effectively utilise age diversity when selecting board members. We hope 
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to determine whether age diversity on the board has a significantly positive, negative, or no 
significant effect. The problem of this thesis is formulated as follows: How does age diversity on 
the board of directors affect firm performance? 

1.4 Delimitations 
The thesis will limit itself to Swedish firms registered on the stock exchanges that must comply 
to the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance and thus have an obligation to construct diverse 
boards. Today there are two stock exchanges in compliance with the rules - Nasdaq OMX 
Stockholm and NGM Equity (Kollegiet för svensk bolagsstyrning, 2010). About 250 firms are 
listed on the Nasdaq OMX Stockholm stock exchange and about 20 firms on the NGM Equity 
stock exchange in the beginning of 2011. The NGM Equity stock exchange, however, was 
recently shut down temporarily by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (2008). 
Approximately half the firms on the exchange left during this debacle, and the shutdown would 
interfere with data collection to the point that we have excluded the exchange from our study. 
We believe that our findings will still be relevant for public companies with stated diversity goals 
and filing results against the SEC or equivalent commisions. 

1.5 Thesis structure 
The thesis is structured into five chapters. This chapter has introduced the background, 
problem, purpose and delimitations of the thesis. Chapter two presents previous research on 
significant factors in board selection, focusing on diversity factors and closely related fields. We 
also present the theoretical framework used in our study. Chapter three presents our 
hypotheses and discusses how the data was collected and analysed. Chapter four presents the 
results and analysis of our findings in the context of the theories and knowledge presented in 
chapter two. The fifth and last chapter draws conclusions and discusses the limitations of the 
research. Lastly, recommendations on how to effectively utilise age diversity for board 
composition and recommendations for future research is presented. 
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2. Theory 
Research in corporate governance and board composition has a relatively short history of 
perhaps only 30 years. During this timeframe, clear trends can be seen as to which factors are 
deemed interesting to study for effect, and we have tried to include all those which could 
significantly affect or be interrelated to the outcome of an empirical study. Independence, board 
size, board tenure and diversity all play a part and must be set into context before we can begin 
to unravel the possible theoretical and measurable effects of age diversity within the board. 
Just as the subject of study is varied, so are the theoretical frameworks used to explain the 
effects. Multiple frameworks have been used, starting with agency theory and more recently 
attempting to include environmental factors through resource dependence theory, or 
progressing to a multi-framework approach.  

2.1 Previous research 
Investors and other company stakeholders have become aware that individual board members 
can add or destroy shareholder value (Yermack, 2006). The problem of how to select the 
optimal board of directors is not, however, easily solved, considering it is an interdisciplinary and 
complex problem. Many factors come to mind that could affect the performance of the board, 
such as the directors’ skills, competences, experiences, backgrounds, connections, and values. 
The directors relationships and interactions with peers, top management, shareholders or other 
external individuals or organisations may also affect performance. Environmental factors, such 
as the size or the life stage of the firm could also have an effect on firm performance.  
Studies performed during the recent decades have therefore examined various aspects of the 
board of directors - some more easily measured than others. In the absence of a formal theory, 
researchers have tried to determine how board characteristics, such as board independence or 
board size, affect performance empirically (Hermalin and Weisbach, 2003). The stated goal is to 
improve the theoretical frameworks, but also to find concrete suggestions for how to structure 
corporate governance and increase firm performance and firm value. 

2.1.1 Board independence 
Much of the research which has been conducted includes a large number of indicators for board 
composition. In the literature, particularly during the 1980s and 1990s, the term board 
composition was often used to describe board independence - referring to the independence of 
the board of directors from the company itself, e.g. by the director not currently being or recently 
having been employed directly. The most commonly used indicator for board independence is 
the ratio of outside directors to inside (employed) directors. Another indicator used is the ratio of 
affiliated to non-affiliated directors. The proportion of directors who are independent and 
interdependent in relation to the CEO is a third indicator, where an independent director is 
defined as a director who predates the appointment of the CEO. An interdependent director, 
conversely, antedates the appointment of the CEO. Several studies on board independence 
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have also examined the relationship between board leadership structure and firm performance. 
The leadership structure is either joint, defined by the CEO chairing the board, or it is separated, 
in which the CEO does not hold the chair. This distinction is currently of less importance in 
Sweden and many other European countries in which the CEO is forbidden by law to chair the 
board. 
 
Dalton, Daily, Ellstrand and Johnson (1998) found that the 1990s saw a near consensus 
evolved in the conceptual literature behind the idea that effective boards are composed of a 
large proportion of outside directors. This notion was based on agency theory, which depicts 
subordinates as individualistic, opportunistic, and self serving. According to Jensen and 
Mecking (1976), agents will act according to their own self-interest instead of acting in the best 
interest of the shareholders. Monitoring and bonding expenditures are therefore needed to 
compensate for this behaviour. One method of exercising monitoring is by separating ownership 
and control, which can be achieved by making sure that an outside director - rather than the 
CEO - chairs the board. 
 
An alternative perspective to agency theory is stewardship theory, which states that insiders by 
their nature are collectivists, pro-organisational, and trustworthy (Davis, Schoorman and 
Donaldson, 1997). This theory is based on the assumption that an individual chooses pro-
organisational behaviour in favor of self-serving behaviour. Stewardship theory indicates that 
control should be centralised to the inside directors instead of the outside directors in order to 
serve shareholders better (Dalton et al., 1998). The CEO should hold the chair in order to 
provide unified firm leadership and remove any ambiguity regarding who is responsible for the 
firm’s performance (ibid). 
 
Before Dalton et al. (ibid.) studied board independence in relationship to firm performance, 
some empirical evidence supported agency theory, some stewardship theory, and other 
evidence neither theory. As there was little consistency between studies, Dalton et al. (ibid.) 
used a meta-analytical method to study board independence. They used five indicators of board 
independence; inside director proportion, outside director proportion, affiliated director 
proportion, independent/interdependent proportion and board leadership structure. The first four 
indicators were studied with the use of 159 samples with a total ‘n’ size of 40,160. The last 
indicator was studied with the use of 69 samples with a total ‘n’ size of 12,915. The study 
controlled for firm size (small or large) and the type of performance-based indicator (market-
based or accounting-based). 
 
The results showed that none of the five indicators of board independence had any significant 
moderating effect on firm performance. Furthermore, neither firm size nor type of performance-
based indicator affected the relationship. Dalton et al. (ibid.) concluded that the findings of the 
study provides no evidence in support for agency theory nor stewardship theory. These findings 
are confirmed in the research survey performed by Hermalin and Weisbach (2003), which 
concludes that board independence, as measured by the proportion of outside directors, is not 
correlated with firm performance. 
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A year after the Dalton et al. (1998) study, Dalton, Daily, Johnson and Ellstrand (1999) 
presented the idea that a board may need both inside and outside directors together with 
affiliated directors in some proportion, since a board must fulfill many different tasks - exercising 
control, providing resources and advising management. Dalton et al. (ibid.) argued that the 
different types of directors may be neither complementary nor substitutable. An inside director 
could be skilled in providing firm-specific advice to the CEO, but could also depend upon him or 
her for guidance, becoming unsuitable to exercise control. An affiliated director may be good at 
supplying resources, but may also lack independence from the CEO. An outside director, 
however, may be less skilled in supplying firm-specific advises compared to an inside director, 
but in contrast have a high degree of independence which is a criteria when exercising control. 
Whether or not there is an optimal board composition with regard to board independence, as 
hypothesised by Dalton et al. (ibid.), is not clear today - but overall there seems to be strong 
evidence that no significant relationship exists between board independence and firm 
performance. 

2.1.2 Board size 
Research on board composition has also focused on the relationship between board size and 
firm performance. Arguments have been put forward on why small boards might be more 
effective than large boards. Dalton et al. (ibid.) summarises those arguments. Social loafing is 
one of them and refers to individuals putting in less effort when the size of the group increases. 
Group cohesiveness, the force that brings groups closer together, may be facilitated by having 
smaller groups. A third argument is that a board’s ability to initiate strategic actions can be 
inhibited in a larger group. Furthermore, smaller groups are more easily able to reach 
consensus. Finally, large and diverse boards may be more easily manipulated when it comes to 
performance assessment of top management. 
 
In a research survey conducted by Hermalin and Weisbach (2003), board size is found to have 
a negative relationship with firm performance. Firms with small boards are found to perform 
better than firms with large boards. Two main sources are used as evidence; Yermack (1996), 
who studied large U.S. industrial corporations, and the study performed by Eisenberg, Sundgren 
and Wells (1998) on small and medium size Finnish firms. In the Finnish study it is also found 
that ideal board size varies with firm size. Eisenberg et al. (ibid.) discussed whether the effects 
of board size has different roots in small, closely held firms than in large firms. Several sources 
as to the origin of the effect are suggested, such as changes in risk preferences and the 
proportion of outsiders on the board. Neither source, however, could be isolated in this study, so 
no conclusion could be drawn regarding the origin of the cause. 
 
Other theories suggest that large boards are more effective than small boards. Dalton et al. 
(1999) summarised a set of arguments, mainly using resource dependence theory in support of 
this idea. Resource dependence theory is based on the notion that firms are dependent on each 
other for resources. Board size can therefore be viewed as a measure of the firm’s ability to 
form links necessary to secure critical resources, such as external funding or contracts. Dalton 
et al. (ibid.) also point to the expertise-counselling function of directors. Many directors are, or 
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have been, CEOs and can therefore supply advice to the CEO unobtainable from other firm 
staff. 
 
Kiel and Nicholson (2003) supported the summarised arguments of  Dalton et al (1999) by 
contradicting the findings of Yermack (1996) and Eisenberg et al. (1998). After controlling for 
firm size they found that board size is positively correlated with firm value measured as Tobin’s 
Q. Interestingly, they found no correlation between board size and an accounting-based 
measure of firm performance, measured as return on assets. In a study by Coles, Daniel and 
Naveen (2008) the relationship between board size and firm performance was found to be 
approximately  “U”-shaped, with a small or large board being optimal. This finding, however, 
turned out to be due to small, “simple” firms having a negative relationship between board size 
and firm performance and larger and more “complex” firms, having a positive relationship 
between board size and firm performance. Coles et al. (ibid.) argued that CEOs of larger firms, 
diversified firms and high-debt firms require more advice from the board of directors and 
therefore require larger boards. 
 
As we can see, studies on board size come to different conclusions. Some see a positive 
relationship between board size and firm performance, some the opposite. Dalton et al. (1999) 
therefore conducted a meta-analytical study of board size in relationship to firm performance. A 
sample size of 131 samples and a total ‘n’ of 20,620 was used. The conclusion was that there 
was a non-zero, positive, true population relationship between board size and firm performance. 
The relationship between board size and firm performance was also found to be stronger in 
small firms in comparison with large firms.  

2.1.3 Board tenure 
In 2003 Vafeas examined how the length of board tenure relates to director independence. He 
suggested that board tenure is an additional determinant of director quality. There are, however, 
conflicting views on how this relationship is constructed (Vafeas, 2003). Vafeas (ibid.) quotes 
research suggesting that long-term director engagement is associated with greater competence, 
experience and commitment, because long-term directors has more knowledge of the firm and 
its business environment. An alternative view is that an extended tenure isolates groups from 
key information sources and reduces intra-group communication.  
 
Both Vafeas (ibid.), McIntyre et al. (2007) and Chamberlain (2010) find that board tenure is 
positively correlated with firm performance, but the effect is non-linear. It increases in the 
beginning of tenure - as the director learns the ropes - after which it flattens out and later 
decreases. Chamberlain (ibid.) argue that the accumulated learning and power effects of long 
tenure enables directors to be more effective. Vafeas (2003) proposes that the decrease of firm 
performance with long board tenure depends upon the fact that long-term directors are more 
likely to befriend managers and therefore less likely to monitor them, which in turn affects the 
quality of monitoring and thus firm performance. 
 
Fiegener, Nielsen and Sisson (1996) came to a slightly different conclusion when they found a 
significant and positive linear relationship between outside director tenure and firm performance 
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in their study of commercial banks. They hypothesised that it may take several years for an 
outside director to become effective and that senior directors tend to have a greater influence on 
the board. They further suggest that senior directors are less susceptible to group pressure and 
more objective in their opinions and decisions, which makes them more effective in their role as 
a director.  
 
Tenure heterogeneity of a board’s outside directors, is another aspect of board tenure that has 
been studied in relationship to firm performance. Both Fiegener et al. (ibid.) and McIntyre et al. 
(2007) found the relationship to be significant and positive. Fiegener et al (1996) argued that 
directors hired at the same date are shaped by the same board experiences and therefore have 
a tendency to show preferences for actions that are consistent with previous actions and at the 
same time maintain status quo.  
 
In conclusion, there seems to be a positive relationship between director tenure and firm 
performance. The point of contention is whether this relationship is linear or “U”-shaped. Both 
Fiegener et al. (ibid.), McIntyre et al. (2007) and Chamberlain (2010) recommend that directors 
should serve a long time on the board, and that outsider directors should be replaced in cohorts 
of small size over time. The goal is to maintain both board experience and organisational 
memory while at the same time making sure that the board is cognitively diverse. The optimal 
board tenure was found by McIntyre et al. (2007) to be around 12 years. 

2.1.4 Diversity 
The traditional understanding of diversity is through the paradigm of discrimination-and-fairness, 
both through programs such as affirmative action - attempting to select from under-represented 
groups - and through a numbers-based approach where statistics are the most important tool 
(Thomas and Ely, 1996). Under this paradigm, good diversity means having a healthy number 
of employees from minority backgrounds, with different sexual preferences and from various 
age ranges. Yet another viewpoint within this paradigm is that diversity is “simply good 
business”, either because it conforms with legal requirements or with the views of customers 
and shareholders. 
 
The idea of inclusion as a measure against discrimination has evolved the furthest in the 
question of women in the workplace. Not only are women the most visible example of diversity 
as they comprise 50% of the population everywhere, but there has been a continual 
advancement of the positions attainable by women - from the “Glass ceiling”, the idea that 
women cannot pass from lower/middle management into boards and top management, there is 
now strong international debate on how to diversify the board of directors. 14.8% of directors 
were women in Fortune 500 board seats in 2007 (Adams and Ferreira, 2009). Low though that 
may sound, the figure had increased from 5.6% to 12.3% from 1990 to 1999 (Farrell and 
Hersch, 2005), and was considerably higher in the US than in all other geographic regions - with 
Europe at 8% in 2004 (Adams and Ferreira, 2009). In Sweden, females accounted for 20% of 
the directors in companies listed on the OMX Stockholm exchange during 2009 (Folksam, 
2010). 
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One step further from the paradigm of discrimination-and-fairness is the access-and-legitimacy 
paradigm, the idea that companies can become more integrated in communities by mirroring 
them and that a diverse workforce can help the company gain access to new markets or 
segments (Thomas and Ely, 1996). This is also an argument for diversity in the company given 
by Carter, Simkins and Simpson (2003). Note that under the access-and-legitimacy paradigm 
the company itself is the agent and is considered to be unchanged by those employed - 
policymaking and corporate culture are seen as top-down processes. 
 
A more recent viewpoint on diversity is that in some cases it can have value in enhancing the 
problem-solving abilities of an organisation by introducing new tools and perspectives. The 
research of Page (2007) has surprisingly shown that “diversity trumps ability”, or in other words 
that a randomised selection of problem solvers will consistently outperform a hand-picked 
selection of problem solvers. The differences in methods and outlooks of the random selection 
constitute a significant advantage, and this advantage can be harnessed by a company or 
organisation. This is also one essential aspect of Thomas and Ely’s (1996) learning-and-
effectiveness paradigm for diversity. The other equally essential aspect is the ability of a diverse 
workforce to engender change from within. 
 
True diversity doesn’t just mean adding people of diverse ethnic backgrounds, it means adding 
new perspectives. Minority genders, ethnicities and ages are all symptoms which can be 
measured directly, but there is no easy way to measure correlation between a diverse 
background and correspondingly diverse perspectives. In social psychology, the distinction is 
made between demographic diversity and cognitive diversity, with cognitive diversity leading to 
broader perspectives (the so-called information-decision-making perspective) but with risks of 
increasing barriers to communication (the similarity-attraction perspective) (Homberg, 2010).  
 
Fortunately some research has been done into the differences in behaviour on the board 
already. Adams and Ferreira (2009) found that women appear to act differently than men on 
board inputs, and specifically that they were less likely to have attendance problems and more 
likely to sit on monitoring-related (audit, nominating and corporate governance) committees. 
They also found that the presence of women on the board changed the behaviour of male 
directors, improving their attendance record. 
 
Measuring some aspect of diversity against firm performance is nothing new. Most of these 
measurements, however, have been purely empirical - some even anecdotal. Thomas (2004) 
describes the transformation of IBM into a services company and attributes much of the 
program’s success to the comprehensive diversity improvements made simultaneously. It is 
important, however, to go beyond anecdotes and identify frameworks and results used 
successfully to examine diversity outside the realm of fairness and discrimination. 
 
Carter et al. (2003) investigated the relationship between board diversity - defined as the 
percentage of women and ethnic minorities - and firm value. After controlling for several external 
factors, they found a significant positive relationship between the two variables. The analysis 
used 638 firms from the fortune 1000 and found that approximately half had no minority director 
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on the board. When controlling for external factors it became apparent that larger and more 
successful firms tend to have more minority directors. This raises the issue of endogeneity due 
to the possibility that not only can diversity affect performance, firm performance may affect 
diversity. This can commonly be understood as reverse causality - a firm which exceeds the 
norm for divergence may be the kind of firm which also exceeds the performance norm, the 
active variable being the firms progressiveness with performance and diversity both being 
dependent variables. Even when controlling for endogeneity, there was still a significantly 
positive relationship between presence of both women and ethnic minority directors and firm 
value, and a positive correlation between the existence of one and the other. 
 
Shrader, Blackburn and Iles (1997) investigated the relationship between the number of female 
board members in some 200 Fortune 500 firms and two financial measures of firm value. Based 
upon the resource-based theory of competitive advantage, they speculated that discrimination 
under-utilises the internal resources of the firm, meaning that gender-diversity should be at a 
competitive advantage. Instead they found a significantly negative relationship between the 
percentage of women on the board and firm value, and no positive relationship between the 
number of women in top management and firm value. Similarly, Marinova, Plantenga and 
Remery (2010) examined 186 Dutch and Danish firms in search for a positive correlation 
between gender diversity in the board and firm performance. Out of these firms some 40% had 
at least one woman on the board, but no evidence was found for a positive correlation between 
gender diversity and performance, and the authors considered their results to be in line with 
other European research. 
 
Studies on board diversity and firm performance have not been many so far. Carter et al. (2010) 
found seven empirical studies on gender diversity, one on ethnic diversity and two on both 
gender and ethnic diversity. The results of these studies were found to be mixed and 
inconclusive and more research was warranted. Carter et al. (ibid.) found in their study of US 
boards that there was no correlation between gender or ethnic diversity and firm performance. 
There was, using their own words, no business case for increased gender and ethnic diversity 
on boards and that the inclusion of female and minority members on corporate boards should 
be based on criteria other than gender and ethnicity. In conclusion, much as reported by Dalton 
et al. (1998) regarding board independence, we find that gender and ethnic diversity on the 
board has been reported as both significantly positive, significantly negative and insignificant. 
More evidence is clearly needed on this issue. 

2.1.5 Age diversity 
Within the firm as a whole, many corporations have already enshrined age diversity as a goal or 
as stated policy. In the UK, the first Code of Practice on Age Diversity in Employment was 
written in 1999 and provides a voluntary set of measures to improve the fairness and 
performance of the company across six topics: recruitment, selection, promotion, training and 
development, redundancy and retirement. According to results from the UK drive towards 
greater age diversity, firms who are positive report higher staff morale, higher productivity and 
access to a wider customer base (Department for Work and Pensions, 2002). These topics and 
reports map to all three of the paradigms we have examined (discrimination/fairness, 
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access/legitimacy and learning/effectiveness), of which we are particularly interested in the 
latter two - the ones most closely linked with the resource dependency theory and positive 
reports. These latter paradigms require more than statistical fulfillment of diversity quotas within 
the corporation. 
 
Hong and Page (2004) applied a mathematical model to prove that “diversity trumps ability”, but 
this model disregarded the learning component and examined only a snapshot in time. 
Nevertheless, given a heterogeneous group of people and a hard problem - hard being defined 
as beyond the ability of any one person to solve - their model predicts that a random selection of 
problem-solvers will be more efficient than a similarly sized selection picked for having top 
scores in a relevant test. Their result rests upon the idea that as the population from which to 
choose grows, the top scoring problem-solvers will become more and more similar, causing the 
random selection to be more and more diverse, which improves the ability for decision making. 
 
In particular, it would seem that age diversity is most helpful when the task at hand is of 
complex character. In a study performed by Wegge et al. (2008), the effect of age diversity upon 
performance was examined. Reviewing previous studies on age and gender diversity, they 
found the familiar mixed results. Based upon this they theorised that the complexity of the task 
could have a moderating effect upon the influence of diversity. Various theoretical frameworks 
from work psychology give reasons why diversity could have negative as well as positive 
influences -  the similarity-attraction and social identification models (the desire of the individual 
to emulate and become part of the group) both predict negative effects of diversity while the 
model for decision making in teams make the opposite predictions. Wegge et al. (ibid.) 
speculate that which one of these conflicting effects will be dominant depends upon the task 
complexity, defined as strong demand for complex decision making.  
 
A field study was then conducted by Wegge et al. (ibid.) on work groups amongst some 4000 
employees in the public sector. Age heterogeneity improved the ability of groups to solve tasks 
with high complexity. For groups working on simple tasks, however, age heterogeneity 
increased the number of self-reported health problems - which in turn indicates that groups of 
diverse ages should be utilised particularly for innovation or solving complex problems. We 
believe that these results can be extended to the board of a public company, considering the 
tasks at hand involve complex decision making. Wegge et. al (ibid.) further explain some of the 
positive results of age diversity as being the result of extended job tenure of the participants. Of 
course, in order to extend job tenure it is necessary to start early and stay around. 
 
As far as we know, the only empirical study of the relationship between age diversity on the 
board of directors and firm performance is McIntyre et al. (2007). Their review of relevant 
literature on the role and function of the board particularly notes the increasing use of 
organisational behaviour theory to predict board function and improve board processes. From 
this they argue that governance research should concentrate on “creating and testing a 
theoretically sound model of Board effectiveness, rather than trying to relate team attribute 
variables to firm performance” (ibid., p550).  
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McIntyre et al. (ibid.) hypothesise that a firms performance will be lower in the case of low or 
high variation in the ages of directors than in the case of moderate variation, and that 
performance will also increase with the average age of directors. Research data was based on 
Canadian firms of the TSE 300 Composite Index and performance was measured using Tobin’s 
Q. The results were found to support the first hypothesis, i.e. concerning variation of age, but no 
support could be found for the beneficial effects of increased average age. No recommendation 
is, however, given for the optimal level of age diversity. 

2.2 Theoretical framework  
In corporate governance research, several theoretical frameworks have been used in order to 
study the relationship between board composition and firm performance. Agency theory has 
been the theoretical framework most often applied in these studies (Lynall et al., 2003). Early 
research focused particularly on board independence, but later work added other characteristics 
to the research, such as board size or board diversity. Agency theory has, with time, been 
discounted for explanations of board influence upon firm value (Hermalin and Weisbach, 2000). 
Carter et al. (2010) argue that agency theory does not provide strong support for financial 
benefits of board diversity but neither does it rule out such effects. Therefore, agency theory has 
not been used in this study. Over time other theories, such as resource dependence theory, 
have been applied on board composition. Recently, however, researchers have suggested the 
use of a multitheoretical framework, as no single theory fully explains the connection between 
board diversity and firm performance (Lynall et at., 2003). 

2.2.1 Resource dependence theory 
In 1978 Pfeffer and Salancik presented the resource dependence theory, in which a firm is 
viewed as an open system which depends on contingencies in their external environment 
(Hillman et al., 2009). To fully understand a firm one must thus understand the context of the 
firm. According to this theory, the board of directors is seen as a tool “to manage external 
dependency, reduce environmental uncertainty and reduce transaction costs associated with 
environmental interdependency by linking the organisation with its external environment” (Lynall 
et al., 2003, p.418). This theory provides us with a more appropriate theoretical framework to 
study diversity on the board of directors and firm performance (Carter et al., 2010). According to 
the resource dependence theory a board provides four primary benefits for the firm:  
 

“ 
1) provision of resources such as information and expertise;  
2) creation of channels of communication with constituents of importance of the firm;  
3) provision of commitments of support from important organisations or groups in the 
external environment; and  
4) creation of legitimacy for the firm in the external environment 
” (ibid., p.398) 

 
Boards are important sources for counsel and advise and they enhance the reputation and 
legitimacy of the firm (Lynall et al., 2003). Interlocks between directors have also been found to 
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be important for the dissemination of information across firms, as well as securing preferential 
access to critical resources (ibid.).  
 
An important notion of this theory is that directors bring different resources and linkages to the 
board, and board composition should therefore be adjusted to the specific needs of the firm 
(ibid.). The board composition should be adjusted over time when the needs of the firm changes 
(Hillman et al., 2009). Small firms and firms in early stages of the lifecycle may also better 
benefit from the resources the board provides in comparison with larger and more mature firms 
(ibid.).  
 
Age diversity has the potential to enhance board performance, because directors of different 
ages will, to some extent, have different backgrounds, skills, experiences and social networks. 
Several examples of the benefits of a more age diverse board of directors comes to the authors’ 
minds. One example being that different age groups have varied access to information and 
expertise. Today’s younger generations have grown up with computers and Internet at home, 
and may be better informed and more experienced on the subject of online business. The older 
generation may, however, be more experienced dealing with the business offline, as they have 
greater experience in this field through their career. Today more and more businesses have 
both online and offline services, so experience of both types of business is of importance to 
many firms. By expanding the age diversity on the board of directors, the board’s aggregated 
human and social capital can be maximised. Carter et al. (2010, p398) state this clearly when 
they argue that “diversity holds the potential to improve the information provided by the board to 
managers due to the unique information held by diverse directors”. 

2.2.2 Human capital and social capital theories 
Human capital theory derives from the publication “Human Capital” written by Becker in 1964 
and includes a person’s education, experience and skills that can be used to add value to an 
organisation (ibid.). Human capital can be either firm specific or general (Singh, 2007). 
According to human capital theory, diversity will affect board performance as a result of a 
diverse and unique human capital (Carter et al., 2010). The effect on financial performance can, 
however, be positive as well as negative and the usefulness of an individual’s human capital 
may be dependent on a firm’s internal and external circumstances (ibid.).  
 
Social capital is created when individuals or organisations interact (Singh, 2007). An example 
being the knowledge and information communicated in networks of relationships that facilitates 
instrumental action (ibid.). Economic actions are both informed, influenced and enabled by the 
network of social relations (Lynall et al., 2003). In a relationship network the social actors are 
interconnected to other social actors in a criss-crossing pattern with varying strengths (Singh, 
2007). A network that is extensive and with many areas unconnected will provide better access 
to more and diverse information (ibid.). Demographic similarities among directors will reflect the 
inter-organisational network (Lynall et al., 2003). If directors therefore are demographically 
different from each other, it is more likely that their networks will be different from each other, 
which will make the firms total social capital high (Singh, 2007). The boards social capital 
therefore becomes important to the functioning of the board (Murphy and McIntyre, 2007). 
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Closely associated with resource dependence theory is, as we have seen, the theories of 
human and social capital (Singh, 2007). Human capital affects board expertise, which in turn 
affects board performance, and social capital affects board linkages which also affects board 
performance (ibid.). Board performance affects firm performance (Murphy and McIntyre, 2007). 
Age diversity will in this aspect influence the boards social capital in a positive way by extending 
it. Age diversity may positively affect board performance by broadening the human capital. 
People of different age may also hold different human capital and in that way increase the 
human capital of the board. On the other hand older people may have much more experience, 
because they have had a longer career, so a greater age diversity in a board that has an high 
average age, which is the normal case in a firm, might not be as beneficial. 
 
An individuals human and social capital may be more beneficial for some firms in comparison 
with others (Hillman et al., 2009; Carter et al., 2010). The construction of an effective board 
may, to some extent, be situation specific and a number of moderating factors may have to be 
taken into account when forming a board (Murphy and McIntyre, 2007). Firm size, stage of firm 
development, company life cycle, product life cycle, external operating environment, competitive 
pressure, effects of globalisation, mergers and acquisitions, and corporate crisis are some 
factors to take into account when selecting a board according to Murphy and McIntyre (2007). 
These environmental factors have, unfortunately, received little research attention so far (ibid.), 
which makes it difficult to draw any conclusion from the effect of them. 

2.2.3 Social psychological and organisational behaviour theories 
Carter et al. (2010) summarises how social psychological theory findings affects board 
performance. Demographic differences are found to lower the social cohesion between groups. 
Social barriers reduce the probability that minority viewpoints will influence group decisions and 
majority status individuals are found to have a disproportionate amount of influence on group 
decisions. More diversity on the board generates more diverse opinions and critical thinking 
which results in a more time consuming and less effective decision process. More conflicts and 
a higher employee turnover could also be an effect of increased diversity. 
 
Carter et al. (ibid.) further states that board effectiveness probably depends significantly on 
psychological processes and board demographics, and these processes are likely to have many 
conflicting and complex effects on processes that affect board performance. In contradiction to 
the negative effects listed above, some of the positive effects are that board performance is 
positively related to the breadth and speed of top management team strategic action capability. 
Research also suggests that minority groups may encourage divergent thinking in the decision 
making process and produce more creativity and innovation. Carter et al. (ibid.) concludes that 
theory and evidence on group dynamics suggests that board diversity may affect firm 
performance both positively and negatively. 
 
The board of directors is defined by Murphy and McIntyre (2007) as a team of individuals that 
participates in the development and selection of ideas for the development of the firm. They 
argue that many of the studies on individual board characteristics lacks a theoretical foundation 
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and that the mechanism that convert characteristics into organisational outcomes should 
receive more attention. Therefore they look at the organisational behaviour literature for 
guidance on board composition. They see a board as a team that handle complex issues under 
potentially ambiguous task and role situation, and in that perspective diversity does not only 
include demographic diversity, but also skills, experience and values. 
 
Murphy and McIntyre (ibid.) argue that the similarity-attraction theory is relevant to board 
composition. This theory suggests that when individuals hold similar views on contentious social 
issues they are more likely to be attracted to each other and less likely to create conflicts. 
Another relevant theory is the information and decision making theory. Teams that lack 
demographic diversity and consists of “like-minds” tend to be less effective in comparison with 
more diverse groups. The degree of diverse experience have also been found to improve the 
group performance. This in a situation where the circumstances are complex and ambiguous. 
Excessive diversity, however, affects performance negatively because conflict and 
communication breakdown might occur. Just as Carter et al. (2010) concluded, all dimensions 
of diversity may have positive or negative effects on group performance depending upon 
context. 
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3. Method 
Previous studies on board composition and firm performance have used a number of different 
approaches to reach their goals. Some have used a literature survey approach (e.g. Hermalin 
and Weisbach, 2003; Adams et al., 2010), while others have used a qualitative approach (e.g. 
Thomas, 2004). Most, however, have used the traditional quantitative approach (e.g. Dalton et 
al. 1998, 1999; Carter et al., 2003; McIntyre et al. 2007; Coles et al., 2008; Wegge et al., 2008). 
This study uses a quantitative approach, as the purpose of this study is to find out whether age 
diversity on the board of directors in public firms affects firm performance or not. 

3.1 Hypotheses 
Looking towards the theoretical framework used most often in the study of board composition, 
agency theory does not provide strong support in favor of, or against,  age diversity on the 
board of directors (Carter et al., 2010). Considering there is not a single theory that fully predicts 
the effect of age diversity on firm performance, a multitheoretical perspective appears to be the 
most suitable way of attacking the problem (Lynall et al., 2003). This study therefore uses the 
resource dependence theory, social capital theory and human capital theory as a base together 
with social psychological and organisational behavior theories to formulate the hypotheses. 
 
Resource dependence theory together with the human and social capital theories indicate that 
by expanding age diversity on the board of directors, the board’s aggregated human and social 
capital will increase. This should result in improved decision-making and thus increased firm 
performance. Social psychological and organisational theories indicate that, when the task is 
complex and creativity and innovation is in need, diversity enhances teamwork - particularly in 
the work of Wegge et al. (2008) and Page (2007) - which in turn affects firm performance 
positively. Therefore, the following hypothesis is used in the study: 
 

Hypothesis 1: Increased age diversity on the board of directors positively 
affects firm performance. 

 
Resource dependence theory also indicates that firms in early lifecycles as well as small firms 
may better benefit from the resources the board of directors provides in the form of information, 
expertise, communication channels and legitimacy in the external environment. A more mature 
firm or a larger firm may, to a greater extent, have these resources available through other 
channels, as made apparent in the research of Hillman et al. (2009) and others. We therefore 
expect to find that:  
 

Hypothesis 2: Increased age diversity on the board of directors has a greater 
positive impact upon firm performance in small firms than in large firms. 
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Social psychological and organisational behaviour theories - particularly the similarity-attraction 
theory -  indicate that when age diversity is extreme, negative effects such as increased 
conflicts and communication breakdown occur. Studies of other aspects of board composition 
have shown that a nonlinear relationship exists on firm performance both of board size - as 
shown by Coles et al. (2008) - as well as on tenure - demonstrated by Vafeas (2003), McIntyre 
et al. (2007) and Chamberlain (2010). We believe that a similar border-case nonlinear 
relationship, with diminishing positive effects of age diversity on firm performance, exists for the 
effects of age diversity. In other words: 
 

Hypothesis 3: Extremely high age diversity on the board of directors 
negatively affects firm performance. 

 
In comparison with agency theory, a multitheoretical framework based on the resource 
dependence theory better describes the theoretical arguments for the effect of age diversity on 
the board of directors on firm performance. Using these hypotheses we set out to fill in a 
perceived gap in the knowledge of public companies. We hope to find a meaningful way to 
describe the current state of age diversity on boards of Swedish public companies and, at the 
same time, contribute to the research of age diversity on the board of directors. 

3.2 Research design 
This study used a longitudinal research design on the casual relationship between age diversity 
on the board of directors and firm performance in public firms. A longitudinal design was chosen 
because Dalton et al. (1999), Carter et al. (2003), Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) and Bøhren 
and Strøm (2007) all describe potential endogeneity problems with the board composition 
variables they measured. An example of this is the inverted relationship between board 
independence and firm performance as can be seen in Hermalin and Weisbach’s study from 
1988. During a 13-year period from 1971 to 1983, and with a corpus of 322 companies, they 
found that changes in board independence were more likely during specific periods. Inside 
directors were found to be more likely to leave the board and be replaced with outside directors 
during times of poor performance. This shows that firm performance affects board 
independence. It is not unlikely that firm performance also affects other characteristics of board 
composition, such as age diversity. Considering that the variables might be endogenous, a 
longitudinal research design was used in order to rule out the problem of endogeneity and 
increase validity. 
 
This study uses a retrospective longitudinal research design which is one of the most commonly 
used (Ruspini, 2002). The retrospective design uses the same sample in all waves and collects 
historical data. Considering the short time frame of our thesis, this was the only viable 
longitudinal design to use. Two major problems, however, exist with the use of a retrospective 
design. The first concerns the quality of the data. Because data is often retrieved from humans, 
who have a tendency to forget historical events over time, data quality may suffer with a 
retrospective approach (ibid.). The second concerns the increase of non-response over time, 
which may lead to a skewed sample if the time frame of the study is long (ibid.). The problem of 
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human memory is not an issue in this study, as the data was collected from annual reports 
which do not lose their memory over time. The problem of non-response has been handled by 
only incorporating firms which have data available for all the waves of the study.  

3.3 Measurements 
The central objects to measure in this thesis are age diversity and firm performance. The 
independent variable Age Diversity was measured as the standard deviation of ages since we 
are interested in the spread of directors’ ages rather than the range between the youngest and 
oldest director. Standard deviation of age was also used by McIntyre et al. (2007) in their study, 
which makes it possible for us to compare our findings with theirs. 
 
ROA and Tobin’s Q were chosen as indicators for firm performance. In order to increase validity 
we included both a backward looking accounting-based indicator and a forward looking market-
based indicator, after taking into consideration the debate referred by Dalton et al. (1998) on 
which type of indicator more accurately captures firm performance. With the use of these two 
performance indicators we also make it possible to compare this study to other studies on board 
composition. As a result of the studies that have included both types of performance based 
indicators, we can see that the results sometimes differ depending on which indicator is used 
(e.g. McIntyre, 2007). ROA is measured as net income divided by total assets. Tobin’s Q is 
measured as total market capitalisation plus liabilities book value divided with total assets, 
which is the ratio between the market value and replacement value of the same physical asset. 
When calculating ROA, we use the income statement for the whole year but the assets figure 
from the year-end balance sheet. The normal procedure is to use more data points for assets, 
typically the mode of the previous and current yearly figures, but “provided that this approach is 
consistently adopted it should provide ratios that are useful” (Atrill & Mclaney, 2008, p. 189). 
 
In order to minimise the risk that the study is examining the wrong cause, several other factors 
have been controlled for. The average age of directors was found not to affect firm performance 
by McIntyre et al. (ibid.), but because this is the only study to check for effects we have still 
controlled for average (mean) director age. Several studies have also found that firm size 
affects firm performance (e.g. Dalton et al., 1998; Dalton et al., 1999; Yermack, 1996), and 
considering that one of our hypotheses concerns firm size, we have included it. Firms have 
been categorised as small, medium or large and we have used Nasdaq OMX Stockholm’s 
classification of firm size. Small firms have a market value of less than EUR 150 million. Medium 
size firms have a value between EUR 150 million and EUR 1 billion. Large firms have a value 
above EUR 1 billion. 
 
Further, both board size and board tenure have been controlled for since previous studies have 
shown effects upon firm performance (e.g. Fiegener et al., 1996; Yermack, 1996; Eisenberg et 
al., 1998; Dalton et al., 1999; Kiel and Nicholson, 2003; McIntyre et al., 2007; Coles et al., 2008; 
Chamberlain, 2010). Industry category has also been controlled for considering it is well known 
that a given industry can outperform another industry during a specific time frame. Differences 
in market growth, volatility and leverage between industries can affect firm performance. A 
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greater age diversity may be more common in some industries. We have used OMX 
Stockholm’s classification of industry in the study; with the different categories being consumer 
discretionary, consumer staples, energy, financials, health care, industrials, information 
technology, materials, telecommunication services, utilities. 
 
The proportion of females on the board have also been controlled for considering that some 
studies have found that it affects firm performance. Ethnicity, however, has not been controlled 
for because of the difficulties and time consuming nature involved in obtaining and classifying 
such data. Board independence has also been left out as Dalton et al. (1998) found that it does 
not have any affect on firm performance in their large meta-analytical study. Another reason not 
to include board independence is that the study is limited to firms that comply to the Swedish 
Code of Corporate Governance. In Sweden representatives of the shareholders have, for a long 
time, dominated Swedish firm boards (Carlsson, 2007). The joint board leadership structure, 
practised in some US firms, is prohibited by Swedish law. There is, however, a legal 
requirement that guarantees employees up to three chairs on the board of directors (Board 
Representation (Private Sector Employees) Act (1987:1245)). Except for these employee 
representatives, the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance clearly recommends against 
inside directors as well as affiliated directors on the board (Kollegiet för svensk bolagsstyrning, 
2010). All directors appointed by the shareholders should, accordingly, be outside independent 
directors. We therefore expected the boards of the firms included in our study to be composed 
mostly of independent directors. 

3.4 Longitudinal design 
This study incorporates three waves over a time period of five years. Data has been collected 
for the years 2005, 2007 and 2009. We chose to sample every second year because the 
average tenure of a director was found to be rather high (approximately eight years) by McIntyre 
et al. (2007), and from one year to another there will probably be only minor changes in board 
composition. We also chose these years to include both a rising stock market (2005-2007) and 
a falling stock market (2007-2009). We believe that by covering the market in all states the data 
will be useful in a wider set of circumstances. We limited the study to 5 years in order not to 
exclude too many firms that have been on the stock market for a rather short time period.  
 
In order to establish a causal ordering between two variables, three criteria are essential; the 
variables have to be statistically associated, an external (third) variable must not be the cause, 
and the cause must either precede or be simultaneous with the effect (Ruspini, 2002). The first 
criteria was handled though the use of regression. The second was handled by controlling the 
result for the previously defined control variables. The third criteria was handled by sampling 
age diversity earlier in time than firm performance. The variable Age Diversity was sampled in 
early Q2 of the actual year as this is the time when the annual general meeting gathers and 
makes decisions on the composition of the board of directors. By using both ROA and Tobin’s Q 
we created two different timings of the measurement of firm performance as indicated in figure 
3.1. Considering that ROA has been measured by dividing the net income for the year with the 
total assets at the end of the year, ROA will have a timing of around Q3. Tobin’s Q, in contrast, 
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is a forward looking ratio measured at December 31 as market cap and liabilities divided by total 
assets and in practice attempts to forecast the future. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Timings of the measurements of firm performance 

3.5 Data sources and sampling 
In this study only secondary data was used. Although there was a risk of biased data from the 
annual reports, the benefits of using secondary data outweighed the disadvantage. A great 
advantage of using secondary data is that it saves an enormous amount of time and money, but 
the main disadvantage is that the data is collected for purposes other than the specific study. 
Secondary data can be exaggerated or biased and it can have problems with reliability. In the 
last decade there have been several accounting scandals which highlight the problem with 
secondary data retrieved from a firm itself. The financial section of the annual report is, 
however, reviewed by an independent, authorised accountant to ensure that no such problem 
exists and the consequences for falsifying this information has been further increased. We do 
not believe that widespread falsification of financial reporting is a significant threat to our source 
data. Published secondary data for the indicators we have included in the study was mostly 
retrieved from annual reports. The annual reports were found either through the use of the 
database Bolagsfakta or though the included firms own websites. Bolagsfakta contained most of 
the annual reports from 2007 and onwards.  
 
Probability sampling was used because this study aims to put forward a result that can be 
generalised on to the population that must follow the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance. 
Probability sampling is usually also the preferred choice in a study and its goal is to minimise 
the level of sampling error. There are, however, several different procedures for probability 
sampling. In this study we used a procedure that is a mix of systematic and stratified sampling. 
An advantage of this procedure is that it is fast while at the same time the standard error of 
estimates is reduced. A drawback of using a systematic approach is the risk of hidden 
periodicities. We used a list of all publicly traded firms that OMX Stockholm had published on 
their web site dated 3 January 2011 as the parent population. The population contained 259 
firms belonging to the Stockholm exchange and every third firm on the list (86.3, rounded to 87) 
was included in the sample. The aim of sorting the file this way and selecting every third firm 
was to get a proportional amount of firms in respect to firm size and industry. Considering the 
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list was first sorted by size, then by industry and last by name (in alphabetic order), we do not 
believe there are hidden periodicities in the sample. Considering that McIntyre et al. (2007) only 
included 173 firms in their cross-sectional study, we expected a sample size of 87 firms and 
three waves to be sufficient although we expected the effect of age diversity on the board of 
directors upon firm performance to be small. 

3.6 Data collection 
In this study we collected all data presented in table 3.1 for all firms. Out of the 87 firms 
selected, several were found to be unsuitable for inclusion in the study and had to be replaced. 
Replacement was performed by randomly generating a number taking the values 1 or 2, and 
then substituting the firm 1 or 2 lines below. If this firm was unsuitable, the other firm was tried, 
then if necessary the preceeding firm - preserving size and category. 42 firms were replaced, 
with 25 firms found to be unsuitable due to initial public offerings during the study time, and 12 
more firms were rejected due to having accounting/fiscal years which did not line up with the 
calender year which could affect the financial performance. Three firms were excluded because 
they had merged during the studied period, and the last two firms were excluded because all 
annual reports could not be located within the time constraints. In one case, firms in the medium 
cap Consumer Staples ran out and one such firm was replaced with a firm from the medium cap 
Consumer Discretionary category. The last firm on the list was dropped from the study and not 
replaced because no suitable replacement could be found, leaving us with a final count of 86. 
There was significant skew in which firms needed to be replaced, with smaller firms being vastly 
over-represented in stock market entry during the period. This could certainly affect the 
applicability of the results in regard to very young firms (i.e. less than five years on the stock 
market) as these were systematically excluded. 
 
Table 3.1 List of all variables for which data was collected 
Variable Measured as  
Firm Size Small, Medium, Large 
Industry Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Energy, 

Financials, Health Care, Industrials, Information Technology, 
Materials, Telecommunication Services, Utilities 

Market Capitalisation MSEK 
Net Income  MSEK 
Total Assets MSEK 
Total Liabilities  MSEK 
Board Size Number 
Number of Female directors Number 
Directors Birth Years Year 
Directors Joined Board Years Year 
 
Firm size and industry were collected from the Nasdaq OMX Stockholm list published on the 3 
of Januari 2011. Considering that firms grow and shrink over the years, we have adjusted firm 
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size accordingly. This has been done by converting the market cap on December 31 to Euro 
and checking whether firm size should be adjusted or not. An adjustment of firm size was 
performed for 13 samples in 2005, 9 samples in 2007 and 3 samples in 2009. In total, 25 
samples out of the 258 samples included in the study were adjusted. Regarding industry, we 
have not checked if firms have changed industry over the years, as we expect this to be a rare 
event. 
 
Market capitalisation was often stated in the annual reports, but for a number of firms only share 
price and number of stocks were stated. In those cases we calculated the market capitalisation 
by multiplying the number of stocks with the stock price on December 31. All firms listed the 
number of shares, but a few firms did not include the share price in the annual report. In these 
cases we collected the share prices from Nasdaq OMX Stockholm historical stock prices. Net 
income, total assets and total liabilities were collected using the values listed for the group 
company and not the parent company. For some of the larger firms the financial data was listed 
in Euro, USD or GBP instead of SEK which was the most commonly used currency. When this 
happened the data was converted to SEK with the use of historical currency data from the 
Swedish central bank Riksbanken. All the financial data was also rounded off to the nearest 
million SEK.  
 
All regular board members were included in this study, including employee representatives 
common in Swedish firms. 27 of the firms had one, two or three employee representatives on 
the board in at least one of the years studied. Most of these firms had employee directors all 
three years. Deputy members for regular directors were unusual, but for almost every employee 
director included in the study there was a deputy board member listed. Deputy board members 
have, however, not been included because they participate rather infrequently on the board and 
have little influence over firm performance compared to other members.  
 
Considering that all the data was manually collected, there was a risk that errors were added in 
the data collection process. In order to minimise errors, we used a systematic work flow and 
tried to be alert when collecting the data. In order to locate obvious errors, data was checked 
both visually and with the use of different mathematical functions in a spreed sheet. A few errors 
were found and corrected. 
 
The data in table 3.2 was calculated using the data in table 3.1. Age diversity was calculated 
with the use of standard deviation. To obtain the age of the directors, their birth year was 
subtracted from the annual report year. Return on Assets was calculated with the use of Net 
income for the year and the total assets for the end of the year. Tobin’s Q was calculated with 
the data on December 31. Percentage of females was calculated by dividing the number of 
females on the board with the total number of directors on the board. The age of the directors 
on the board was summed and divided with the number of directors in order to obtain the mean 
directors age. Board tenure was calculated by subtracting the year the directors joined the 
board with the annual report year. The mean director tenure was calculated using the sum of 
the directors board tenure and divided with the number of directors.  
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Both of the authors independently checked the formulas and data for errors after the calculation 
of variables. This was done by manually calculating some samples together with checking all of 
the outbound values in order to see if they were correct or needed to be corrected. A few errors 
were found and corrected. 
 
Table 3.2 Variables calculated using the collected data 
Variable Formula Measured as 
Age Diversity Standard Deviation (Birth Year) Number 
ROA Net Income / Total Assets Number 
Tobin’s Q (Market Capitalisation + Total Liabilities) / Total Assets Number 
Female Directors Number of Female Directors / Board size Percentage 
Mean Director Age Mean (Annual Report Year - Birth Year) Years 
Mean Board Tenure Mean Board Tenure (Annual Report Year - Joined Year) Years 

3.7 Method of data analysis 
We tested our first two hypotheses with the use of simple linear regression. When relationships 
need not only be described, but also explained, regression is the preferred method to use 
(Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2010). Many other studies on board composition have studied multiple 
variables and therefore used multiple regression. Murphy and McIntyre (2007) have, for 
example, attempted to create a holistic, “it depends” framework where multiple variables are 
tested in concert. Considering that we are only interested in measuring the effect that the 
independent variable Age Diversity has on the dependent variable ROA or Tobin’s Q, simple 
regression is more appropriate. It is our opinion that testing of a single characteristic - eschewed 
by Murphy and McIntyre (ibid.) - can still be of value. Rather than testing many different factors 
at once, it is possible to add value to the field by testing only one factor while controlling for 
other factors known to be significant. 
 
When a significant relationship emerged, using the guidelines of Field (2009), we verified the 
possibility to generalise this result to the full population using autocorrelation test (Durbin-
Watson) and checking for heteroscedasticity as well as checking the residuals to ensure that 
these approximately follow a standard distribution. Cross-validation was also conducted by 
studying the adjusted R square. When determining the effect of the inputs, i.e. Age Diversity, 
upon the outputs, i.e. ROA and Tobin’s Q, we begin with the question “does X affect Y”, i.e. is 
there a significant positive correlation between them. The inclusion or exclusion of external 
variables can substantially change the importance of the independent variable (Garson, 2011). 
Therefore, it is important to control for variables that other studies have shown to have an effect 
on the dependent variable. Thus, we have checked our results with the control variables earlier 
presented - Firm Size, Industry, Board Size, Female Directors, Mean Director Age and Mean 
Board Tenure - upon the dependent variables. Utilising our corpus of data, we performed a 
bivariate Pearson, Spearman’s or point-biserial correlation measurement for each of these 
control variables against Age Diversity. When there was a statistically significant correlation we 
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also performed a simple regression between the control variable and the indicator for firm 
performance to see if this explained the findings. 
 
The regression analysis was conducted using simple linear regression and several differently 
pooled samples. The most commonly used sample was constructed by pooling all three waves 
together with a total sample size of 258 (3*86). Other samples were extracted from this sample 
by selecting firms of a specific firm size which gave us sample sizes of 126 for small firms, 76 
for medium size firms and 56 for large firms. A third variant was constructed by inferring time as 
a function by collecting the independent variable Age Diversity for year 0 (i.e. 2005) and firm 
performance for year 0 (i.e. 2005) and year 2 (i.e. 2007), which gave a sample size of 172 
(2*86). This provided the opportunity to study the size of the effect age diversity had on firm 
performance over time. 
  
The linearity of the relationship was examined by plotting the independent variable against the 
dependent variable and then visually inspecting the result. Seeing that we had the data at hand 
and some time to spare, we also performed simple linear regression analysis with the different 
control variables as independent variables against the indicators for firm performance in order to 
see if there was something in the data that could be of interest for future studies. All of these 
different analyses were performed with the use of IBM SPSS statistics. 
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4. Results and analysis 
In this chapter we first present the results and analysis concerning our hypotheses. The 
correlation between and validity of the two indicators used to measure firm performance Tobin’s 
Q and ROA are presented and discussed. We also discuss the timing of the effect of age 
diversity on firm performance. Furthermore, some general descriptive statistics of the measured 
variables are presented and analysed. Finally, we present some findings that are not strictly 
related to the research problem, but which are relevant to board composition. 

4.1 Hypothesis 1 - firm performance 
Hypothesis 1 is stated as: Increased age diversity on the board of directors positively affects 
firm performance, and was tested with two variables for firm performance, ROA and Tobin’s Q. 

4.1.1 Effects on ROA 
A simple linear regression with the independent variable Age Diversity and the dependent 
variable Tobin’s Q was performed. All data gathered from the three waves was pooled into one 
file resulting in a total sample of 258 measurements which was then analysed. The result is 
presented in table 4.1 and we find that R square is .019, B is 0.008 and significance is .027. We 
can therefore state that there is a significant positive relationship within the 95% confidence 
interval between Age Diversity and ROA. 
 
Table 4.1 Simple linear regression, dependent variable ROA (all firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant -0.037 0.033  .272 
Age Diversity 0.008 0.004 .138 .027 
Notes: N=258; R square = .019; Adjusted R square = .015; Durbin-Watson=2.044. 
 
In order to generalise this finding on to the population, several other criteria must also be 
fulfilled. We therefore checked the assumptions of the model for several issues. Both the 
dependent and the independent variable is of ratio scale and the independent variable has a 
non-zero variance. Considering that the Durbin-Watson test is 2.044, we can conclude that the 
residuals are uncorrelated and that there is no auto-correlation between the samples. All of the 
values of the outcome variable ROA are also independent. A check of the correlation between 
the independent variable Age Diversity and other variables was performed to find out whether 
the effect was caused by an external variable. The results are listed in table 4.2 where we can 
see that there is no significant relationship between Age Diversity and board size, female 
directors, or mean board tenure. There is, however, a significant negative relationship with 
mean director age of the value of -.177. This is a small correlation, but in order to see if this 
could be the cause of the previous finding that Age Diversity affects ROA, we ran a simple linear 
regression with the independent variable Mean Director Age and dependent variable ROA. The 
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result from this analysis show a R square of .001 and a significance of .597 indicating that there 
is no significant relationship and that the correlation between Age Diversity and mean director 
age does not affect the outcome of the original analyse.  
 
Table 4.2 Correlation between Age Diversity and external variables 
Variable  Age 

Diversity 
Board 
size 

Female 
Directors 

Mean 
Board 
Tenure 

Mean 
Director 
Age 

Age Diversity Pearson Correlation 1 -.054 .046 .083 -.177** 
 Sig. (2-tailed)  .388 .464 .181 .004 
Board Size Pearson Correlation -.054 1 .197** .130* .194** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .388  .02 .038 .002 
Female Directors Pearson Correlation .046 .197** 1 -.081 -.043 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .464 .002  .197 .487 
Mean Board Tenure Pearson Correlation .083 .130* -.081 1 .487** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .181 .038 .197  .000 
Mean Director Age Pearson Correlation -.177** .194** -.043 .487** 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .004 .002 .487 .000  
Notes: N=258; ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed); *Correlation is significant at 
the .05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Correlations were also checked for the categorical variables Firm Size and Industry. Because 
Firm Size is of ordinal type, Spearman’s correlation was used. As we see in Table 4.3 there is 
no significant correlation between Age Diversity and Firm Size. 
 
Table 4.3 Correlation between Age Diversity and Firm Size 
Spearman’s Correlation -.020 
Sig. (2-tailed) .751 
Notes: N=258. 
 
The variable Industry is of nominal level and was therefore checked with the use of point-biserial 
correlation. This was done using IBM SPSS Statistics with the use of dummy variables for the 
different industry categories, together with the use of Pearson correlation. The result is 
presented in table 4.4 were we see that there is one category that significantly correlates with 
Age Diversity. The category Energy has a correlation coefficient with Age Diversity of .126. In 
order to test whether this is the cause for the effect on ROA, a simple linear regression with the 
independent dummy variable Energy and the dependent variable ROA was performed. The 
result show that R square is .000 and Sig. is .932 indicating no significant relationship between 
the category Energy and ROA. It should also be noted that there are only 2 firms with a total of 
6 samples in our study categorised as energy firms. In other words, the small correlation 
between Energy and Age Diversity has no effect on the previous finding that Age Diversity 
significantly and positively affects ROA. 
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Table 4.4 Correlation between Age Diversity and Industry 
Variable Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 
Consumer Discretionary .095 .129 
Consumer Staples .048 .441 
Energy .126* .044 
Financials .027 .664 
Health Care -.099 .113 
Industrials .025 .684 
Information Technology -.120 .054 
Materials -.057 .360 
Telecommunication Services .057 .362 
Utilities .a .a 
Notes: N=258; *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed);  
a. Cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant. 

 
 
Figure 4.1 Standard residual vs standard predicted value of the dependent variable ROA 
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Furthermore, the model was checked for heteroscedasticity by visually inspecting the scatterplot 
of residual vs predicted value as given in figure 4.1. No sign of heteroscedasticity was found 
and we, therefore, conclude that the model is homoscedastic. Linearity was also checked by 
visually inspecting figure 4.1, no sign of non-linearity was found.  
 
Finally, the histogram given in figure 4.2 was studied in order to see if the residuals are normally 
distributed. In our sample we can see that the shape of the distribution curve is center heavy. In 
other words, there are more samples within +/- 0.5 SD than a normal bell shaped curve. The 
sample is also slightly skewed to the right. This is the only assumption we tested that is not 
perfect, but we believe that generalisation on to the population can still be performed.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 Histogram of the standardised residual of the dependent variable ROA 
 
As a last check of the model, we cross-validated it by checking the adjusted R Square. In table 
4.1 we can see that it is .015, which is a bit lower than the .019 R square. 
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4.1.2 Effects on Tobin’s Q 
In order to increase validity, we use two variables for firm performance, applying a simple linear 
regression with the independent variable Age Diversity and the dependent variable Tobin’s Q on 
the same sample. As can be seen in table 4.5, R Square is .002, B is 0.042 and the significance 
is .426, which shows that there is no significant relationship between Age Diversity and Tobin’s 
Q. 
 
Table 4.5 Simple linear regression, dependent variable Tobin’s Q (all firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant 1.701 0.481  .000 
Age Diversity 0.042 0.052 .050 .426 
Notes: N=258; R square = .002; Adjusted R square = -.001; Durbin-Watson=2.008. 
 
However, if we include only large firms in the sample we get a different result as shown in table 
4.6. For large firms, as opposed to the result for all firms, there is a significant and positive 
relationship (R square is .084, B is 0.231, with a significance of .030) between Age Diversity and 
Tobin’s Q. A sample of only small firms is analysed in chapter 4.2.2. A medium firm sample 
show that Age Diversity has no significant effect upon Tobin’s Q. 
 
Table 4.6 Simple linear regression, dependent variable Tobin’s Q (large firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant -0.012 0.890  .989 
Age Diversity 0.231 0.103 .290 .030 
Notes: N=56; R square = .084; Adjusted R square = .067; Durbin-Watson=2.028. 
 
We conducted the same controls as we did for ROA in order to generalise the findings of the 
sample of large firms . The Durbin-Watson is 2.028, showing no sign of autocorrelation. No 
hetereoscedacity or sign of non-linearity is present. The distribution curve, in comparison with 
figure 4.2, is, as before, a bit center heavy although this time slightly skewed to the left side. The 
adjusted R square is .067. Age Diversity was checked against the external control variables and 
two significant correlations were discovered. The correlation between Age Diversity and Mean 
Director Age is negative at -.438 and with a significance of .001. This result was checked with a 
linear simple regression with the independent variable Mean Director Age and the dependent 
variable Tobin’s Q. The results show an R square of .224, B of -0.231 and a significance of .000 
indicating a significant negative relationship between the variables. Age Diversity also correlated 
with Board Size, having a negative coefficient of -.390 and a significance of .003. As before, we 
checked this with a simple linear regression and the results show an R square of .136, a B of -
0.304 and a significance of .005. Because there is a negative, significant and moderate level 
correlation between these two variables and Age Diversity and that these two variables has a 
significant and negative effect on Tobin’s Q, the finding that age diversity positively affect 
Tobin’s Q cannot be generalised onto the population. 
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4.1.3 Analysis of hypothesis 1 
In a sample with mixed firm sizes, we found that when firm performance is measured using 
ROA, age diversity does significantly and positively affect it with R square = .019 (adjusted R 
square = .015) - in other words, age diversity can explain firm return to approximately 2% 
(adjusted 1.5%). We found no such effect for age diversity upon Tobin’s Q when we included 
the whole sample, but when excluding small and medium size firms we discovered a significant 
and positive effect on Tobin’s Q. This result in large firms, however, can not be generalised on 
the population - as we have seen above. This sets our results apart from those of McIntyre et al. 
(2007) who found a significant and positive effect upon Tobin’s Q but none on ROA or EVA in a 
sample of large firms - the exact opposite of our findings in a sample of small, medium size and 
large firms. 
 
What can explain these differences in results? McIntyre et al. (ibid.) considered Tobin’s Q to be 
the more interesting value because of its link to agency costs, but made no attempt to explain 
the divergence in results other than stating that ROA and EVA measure near-term performance 
where Tobin’s Q measures the markets assessment of a firm’s longer-term prospects. Their 
study was performed on 173 large Canadian public companies during a single year (2001), in 
which the stock market was declining in value. They made no attempt to divide companies 
according to size or age. Our data for large firms suggests a relationship between age diversity 
and Tobin’s Q as McIntyre et al. (ibid.), but this finding can not be generalised. In light of our 
data, it is clear that the dependent variables do not measure the same thing, indicating a 
problem with the validity of the measurement of firm performance. The difference in results 
points to the function of time, and while improved age diversity on the board can affect ROA 
directly in a sample of mixed firm sizes, Tobin’s Q, is unlikely to be affected by it, except 
perhaps in large firms. 

4.2 Hypothesis 2 - small firms 
The second hypothesis is stated as: Increased age diversity on the board of directors has a 
greater positive impact upon firm performance in small firms than in large firms. This hypothesis 
is also analysed with the use of two variables for measurement of firm performance, namely 
ROA and Tobin’s Q. 

4.2.1 Effects on ROA 
In order to test the second hypothesis we selected a sample consisting of all the small firms and 
all three waves which summed up to a sample size of N=126. A simple linear regression was 
then conducted resulting in the data listed in table 4.7. This regression resulted in an R square 
of .038, a B of 0.013 and a significance at .030. We can therefore conclude that there is a 
statistical significant positive relationship within the 95% confidence interval between Age 
Diversity and ROA in small firms. As we can see by comparing table 4.1 and 4.7, the R square 
is higher for small firms (.038) in comparison with all firms (.019), as well as B which is .013 for 
small firms and .008 for all firms. It can therefore be concluded that age diversity affects ROA to 
a greater extent in small firms in comparison to larger firms.  
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Table 4.7 Simple linear regression, dependent variable ROA (small firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant -0.127 0.054  .020 
Age Diversity 0.013 0.006 .194 .030 
Notes: N=126; R square = .038; Adjusted R square = .030; Durbin-Watson=2.166. 
 
In order to generalise the findings we conducted the same controls as we did for the first 
hypothesis, and most of the values are very similar to those found there. The Durbin-Watson is 
2.166, showing no sign of autocorrelation. Age diversity was also checked against the external 
control variables and only one significant correlation was discovered. The correlation between 
Age Diversity and mean director age is negative at -.019 and with a significance of .032. This 
result was also checked with a linear simple regression with the independent variable being 
mean director age and the dependent variable being ROA. The results show an R square of 
.001, B of 0.001 and a significance of .797 indicating no significant relationship between the 
variables. Firm size was not checked for correlation because there is only one size of firms 
included in this sample. Industry, however, was controlled for and significant correlation was 
found between Age Diversity and the categories “Industrials” and “Information Technology”. 
“Industrials” has a coefficient of -.0181 and a significance of .042 and “Information Technology” 
has a coefficient of -.240 and a significance of .007. Both these values were also controlled with 
simple linear regression between the categories and ROA in order to see if there are any 
relationships. No significant relationship exists for either category. For the “Industrials” category 
R square is .011, the B 0.049 and the significance is .245. For the “Information Technology” 
category R square is .001, B -0.013 and significance .717. No hetereoscedasticity or sign of 
non-linearity is present, but the distribution curve is still slightly skewed and center heavy. The 
adjusted R square is .030 . 

4.2.2 Effects on Tobin’s Q 
The same sample with small firms was also used to conduct a simple linear regression on Age 
Diversity and Tobins’ Q. In Table 4.8 we can see that R square is .000, B 0.005 and significance 
.959. It can therefore be concluded that for small firms age diversity is not significantly related to 
Tobin’s Q. 
 
Table 4.8 Simple linear regression, dependent variable Tobin’s Q (small firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant 2.066 0.814  .012 
Age Diversity 0.005 0.089 .005 .959 
Notes: N=126; R square = .000; Adjusted R square = -.008; Durbin-Watson=2.000. 
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4.2.3 Analysis of hypothesis 2 
Again, measuring performance using Tobin’s Q showed nothing significant, but when we used 
ROA as the dependent variable of our regression a small, positive and significant effect appears 
within the 95% confidence interval. The R square measure .038 (adjusted R square .030) and 
the B measure 0.013. Considering that McIntyre et al. (2007) only included large firms in their 
study it is not possible to compare these findings with other studies of age diversity on the board 
of directors. The reasoning for the different results from different metrics, as discussed for 
hypothesis one, shows small firms having expectations count much more upon future than 
current performance. This is clear considering the data presented in table 4.15 which shows that 
small firms have a high mean Tobin’s Q at 2.1, but a very low mean ROA at -1.46%. Focusing 
upon ROA, it appears that actions of a board impact small firms more than large ones. 
 
The size of the effect is twice as large for a sample of 126 small firms in comparison with a 
sample consisting of 126 small, 76 medium size and 56 large firms. This indicates that small 
firms account for most of age diversity’s positive effect on firm performance in the mixed firm 
size sample. Considering this, we conducted a simple linear regression between Age Diversity 
and ROA with a sample of only medium and large firms. The result is presented in table 4.9 and 
show that R square is .003, B 0.002 and significance .569. There is, in other words, no 
significant relationship between Age Diversity and ROA in medium or large firms. All the effect 
found in a sample of mixed firm sizes is due to the the many small firms included. Therefore, we 
can conclude that the positive effect of age diversity on ROA exists only in small firms. This 
finding confirms the finding of McIntyre et al. (ibid.) - that age diversity has no effect on ROA in 
large firms. 
 
Table 4.9 Simple linear regression, dependent variable ROA (medium and large firms) 
Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 
Constant 0.063 0.033  .057 
Age Diversity 0.002 0.004 .050 .569 
Notes: N=132; R square = .003; Adjusted R square = -.005; Durbin-Watson=2.642. 
 
Considering that age diversity has no effect upon ROA in medium and large firms, but only in 
small firms, we look at the descriptive statistics for ROA in table 4.15. Here we find that the 
mean ROA for small firms is -1.46% and 7.79% and 8.48% for medium and large firms. Looking 
also at the standard deviation we find it is much higher for small firms at 0.1943 compared to 
0.1268 and 0.0725 for medium and large firms. In this respect, there is a clear difference 
between small and large firms. Looking also at Tobin’s Q, which is 2.11 for small firms and 2.12 
and 1.73 for medium and large firms, we can conclude that many small firms have high future 
potential, but at the same time, negative financial performance. Large firms have, in contrast, 
good financial performance, but less future potential according to the market. 
 
Referring back to the theoretical framework used to draw our hypotheses, we can see that the 
findings are in line with Hillman et al. (2009) and the resource dependency theory, where a 
small firm benefits from the resources the board of directors provides. A larger firm will, to a 
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much greater extent, have access to the resources provided by any given director through 
multiple channels, so in this case the resources provided by increased age diversity appear 
insignificant. Data in support of Singh (2007) and the argument that a more diverse human and 
social capital increases board decision-making could only be found for small firms. Medium and 
large size firms seem to have access to this capital through other channels. Considering that 
larger firms will find it easier to recruit the most competent directors this outcome is quite 
probable. Also, large firms have many more employees that can supply both human and social 
capital to the board’s decision-making process. Social psychological and organizational 
behaviour theories indicate, as argued by Wegge et al. (2008) and Page (2007), that for 
complex tasks, increased diversity leads to enhanced creativity and innovation. Age diversity 
seems, however, not to matter in this aspect, considering that no effect could be found in 
medium and large size firms. Other types of diversity that we have not studied might still be 
plausible sources for beneficial effects. 
 
The measured effect of age diversity on ROA is very small at three to four percent for small 
firms. McIntyre et al. (ibid.) does not state the strength of the relationship between age diversity 
and Tobin’s Q, whereby no comparison on the size of the effect can be made. Although three-
four percent seems substantially low, one must not forget that many other factors affect firm 
performance. Other studies have, for example, found that a leader of a firm is responsibly for 
between 10-45% of firm performance, depending on which indicator is used (Dubrin, 2010). It is 
probable that the board’s effect on firm performance is on par, or lower than, the effect of the 
CEO. Three to four percent then becomes a relevant number, especially when it is not difficult to 
implement an age diverse board if one includes this aspect in the selection of board members. 
 
In order to conclude that a causal relationship truly exists, no external variable must cause the 
effect (Ruspini, 2002). In this study we have therefore reviewed literature on board composition 
in order to find factors that have been found to affect firm performance. The study has controlled 
for several factors in order to increase the validity of the results, while keeping in consideration 
that there are many factors that influence firm performance, it can not entirely be ruled out that 
there is a third factor that causes the measured effect on ROA.  

4.3 Hypothesis 3 - nonlinear effects 
The third hypothesis is stated as: Extremely high age diversity on the board of directors 
negatively affects firm performance. In order to test this we have, as with previous hypotheses, 
measured firm performance using both ROA and Tobin’s Q. 

4.3.1 Effects on ROA 
Because we found a relationship between Age Diversity and ROA we visually checked the 
linearity of the relationship with the use of figure 4.3. As can be seen, many of the samples have 
an Age Diversity between 6 and 12 and most have an Age Diversity between 4 and 15 inclusive, 
with very few samples outside this range. Considering that there are so few samples that have 
extreme values above 15, we cannot come to any conclusion other than to state that the 
relationship is linear within the available range. 
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Figure 4.3 Graph showing Age Diversity and ROA 

4.3.2 Effects on Tobin’s Q 
When hypotheses one and two were tested we could see that there is no relationship between 
Age Diversity and Tobin’s Q, with samples of all firms or small firms. However, for a sample of 
large firms age diversity showed a positive and significant effect upon firm performance 
measured as Tobin’s Q. After controlling for external variables we concluded that generalisation 
onto the population can not be performed. Therefore, it is not beneficial to check the linearity of 
the relationship between Age Diversity and Tobin’s Q.  

4.3.3 Analysis of hypothesis 3 
As described earlier, the statistical basis for examining extremely high age diversity was 
insufficient for any conclusion other than the relationship between age diversity and ROA is 
linear. We also see that the majority of the samples are in a moderate range and only a few 
have extreme values. As the relationship is found to be linear within the sample’s variety of 
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values, it is unnecessary to further examine whether or not extreme age diversity in only a few 
firms help or harm firm performance.  
 
McIntyre et al. (2007) found the relationship between age diversity and firm performance 
(measured by Tobin’s Q) to be somewhat concave, but their dataset, albeit similarly sized to 
ours, includes only large firms and is non-longitudinal and thus provides for greater variability. It 
would be valuable to further study their data (or a similarly-sized sample in terms of total 
participating companies) to understand how common very low or high diversity is. The trend of 
age diversity is fairly constant between the years of 2005 and 2009 as can be seen in table 
4.14, so it is unlikely that within the next years there will more firms on the Swedish stock 
exchange with extreme values of age diversity.  
 
Looking at the theoretical framework and the argument for hypothesis three, we can see that the 
similarity-attraction theory, which indicates negative effects of extreme age diversity, is not 
applicable on the board of directors with respect to age diversity. Within the range of age 
diversity found in our sample, the relationship is clearly linear and not at all negative. 

4.4 Validity of results, ROA vs Tobin’s Q as metrics 
Our thesis is concerned with the specific concept of firm performance. In order to increase 
validity both ROA and Tobin’s Q are used for the measurement of firm performance. As we 
have noted above, the results clearly differ depending on which performance indicator is used. 
A correlation analysis was therefore conducted in order to see if they correlate or not. As we can 
see in table 4.10, ROA and Tobin’s Q has a correlation of .595 and a significance of .000 for 
large firms. Small and medium size firms have a negative correlation at -.171 and -218 with a 
significance of .055 and .059. We can conclude that large firms have a strong and significant 
positive correlation within the 99% confidence interval. In contrast, small and medium size firms 
have an insignificant correlation. 
 
Table 4.10 Correlation between ROA and Tobin’s Q 
Firm Size N Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 
Small 126 -.171 .055 
Medium 76 -.218 .059 
Large 56 .595** .000 
All Firms 258 -.119 .056 
Notes: ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
 
These two metrics differ in that ROA shows the financial performance for the year and may be 
skewed due to write-offs (goodwill or long-term), whereas Tobin’s Q shows the markets 
expectations for results and can be forward-looking and discounted for future results. Looking at 
ROA and Tobin’s Q the correlation is strong, positive and significant only for large cap firms, 
indicating that the metrics diverge for small and medium size firms. We suggest that Tobin’s Q 
measures firm value and ROA measures firm performance, however, they cannot be assumed 
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to correspond for a given set of firms. Assuming that our findings extend to other markets and 
stock exchanges, the results will be highly skewed by the size (and perhaps age) of the 
companies, with ROA and Tobin’s Q converging only for large, older companies where growth 
potential is no longer expected to be realised. We therefore argue that ROA is a good indicator 
for firm performance for all sizes of firms, and Tobin’s Q is a good indicator of firm performance 
only for large firms. Tobin’s Q, however, can be used as an indicator for the market’s 
expectations of future firm performance regardless of firm size, but with different time horizons.  

4.5 The timing of the effect 
Pooling the data in a different way gives the opportunity to analyse the timing of the effect age 
diversity has on firm performance. In table 4.11 the results of the analysis with the independent 
variable Age Diversity and the dependent variable ROA or Tobin’s Q can be seen. Note that for 
each pair of dependent and independent variables there are two different timings of the 
dependent variable, the same year as the independent variable and two years later. The pooling 
was done by taking all of the firms age diversity data for the year 2005 and comparing it to firm 
performance in 2005 and 2007 respectively. These 86 samples were pooled with another 86 
samples which include the data for age diversity for 2007 and firm performance for 2007 and 
2009. The result of this analysis show, that even when the dependent variable is delayed two 
years, Age Diversity still has no significant effect on Tobin’s Q. Age diversity, however, still has 
a significant and positive effect on ROA, even when the timing is delayed two years. Note the 
fact that age diversity has a stronger effect when the sample is not delayed and only includes 
the years of 2005 and 2007. Here the R square is .031 in comparison with .019 for the sample 
containing all three years (see table 4.1). Also notable is that the analysis where ROA is 
delayed two years has a slightly stronger R square, indicating that age diversity has a slightly 
larger effect on ROA measured two years later than in the same year. 
 
Table 4.11 Simple linear regression with ROA and Tobin’s Q delayed (all firms) 
Dependent 
Variable 

Time-delay 
(years) 

N R 
Square 

Adjusted 
R Square 

Durbin-
Watson 

Independent 
Variable 

B SE B Beta Sig. 

ROA 0 172 .031 .026 1.913 Constant -0.048 0.040  .233 
      Age Diversity 0.010 0.004 .177 .020 
ROA 2 172 .034 .028 2.135 Constant -0.048 0.036  .185 

      Age Diversity 0.010 0.004 .184 .016 
Tobin's Q 0 172 .004 -0.002 2.058 Constant 1.707 0.665  .011 
      Age Diversity 0.060 0.072 .064 .407 
Tobin's Q 2 172 .008 .002 2.014 Constant 1.286 0.610  .036 
      Age Diversity 0.076 0.066 .088 .252 
 
This brings us to the question of when, in time, does a board’s decision have the greatest 
average impact? As we have seen in previous chapters, age diversity has a slightly higher effect 
on ROA measured two years (R square = 3.4%, adjusted R square = 2.8%) later than measured 
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in the same year (R square = 3.1%, adjusted R square = 2.6%). We also saw that depending on 
what years are included in the sample, the size of the effect differs for R square from 1.9% to 
3.1% - indicating that in order to be able to conclusively state the size of the effect, several 
years must be included in the sample. This makes the common practice of doing cross-sectional 
studies on board composition inaccurate in this regard. In retrospect, it would have been 
interesting to sample the firm performance indicators every year in order to see when the effect 
(firm performance) of the cause (age diversity) is at the maximum level. 

4.6 Descriptive statistics 
We applied standard statistical analysis techniques on our source data to determine basic 
composition and distribution of attributes. 

4.6.1 Results 
The 86 studied firms were sampled at three waves which resulted in a total sample of N=258. 
The frequency distribution of the sampled firms size is summarised in table 4.12. Out of the 258 
samples, 126 (48.8%) are small, 76 (29.5%) medium sized and 56 (21.7%) large.   
 
Table 4.12 Frequency distribution of the variable Firm Size 
Firm Size Frequency Percent 
Small 126 48.8 
Medium 76 29.5 
Large 56 21.7 
Total 258 100 
 
Most firms belong to the industry categories; Industrials (22), Information Technology (16), 
Financials (15), Consumer Discretionary (12) and Health Care (10) as depicted in table 4.13. 
Only a few firms are categorised as Materials (4), Consumer staples (3), Energy (2), or 
Telecommunication Services (2). No firm is categorised as Utillities (0). 
  
Table 4.13 Frequency distribution of the variable Industry 
Industry Frequency Percent 
Consumer Discretionary 12 14.0 
Consumer Staples 3 3.5 
Energy 2 2.3 
Financials 15 17.4 
Health Care 10 11.6 
Industrials 22 25.6 
Information Technology 16 18.6 
Materials 4 4.7 
Telecommunication Services 2 2.3 
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Utilities 0 0.0 
Total 86 100 
 
The descriptive statistics for the sampled variables during the period 2005 to 2009 can be seen 
in table 4.14. We can see that Age Diversity has a mean for the period at 8.75 and a standard 
deviation of 2.76. The mean varies slightly over period and the standard deviation decreases 
slightly. Board size is 7.22 for the period with a standard deviation of 2.33. The mean increases 
slightly over the period and the standard deviation varies somewhat. Female directors increases 
from 14.42% in 2005 to 19.06% in 2009 with a standard variation that fluctuates around .1285. 
Mean board tenure increases from 5.30 years in 2005 to 5.80 years in 2009 and the standard 
deviation increase from 3.16 in 2005 to 3.61 in 2009. Mean director age increases from 53.92 
years in 2005 to 55.38 years in 2009 and the standard deviation decrease from 4.63 in 2005 to 
3.83 in 2009. ROA varies substantially over the years with a low at 2.05% in 2009 and a high at 
5.16% in 2007. The standard deviation also varies substantially between .1272 in 2007 to .1899 
in 2005. Tobin’s Q decreases during the period from 2.29 in 2005 to 1.73 in 2009 and with a 
standard deviation that varies from 1.31 in 2009 to 3.21 in 2007. 
 
Table 4.14 Descriptive statistics for the variables in 2005, 2007 and 2009 
Variable Year N Minimum Maximum Std. Dev. Mean 
Age Diversity 2005 86 3.80 17.18 2.94 8.82 
Age Diversity 2007 86 1.53 15.14 2.73 8.69 
Age Diversity 2009 86 3.50 18.89 2.65 8.75 
Age Diversity All Years 258 1.53 18.89 2.76 8.75 
Board Size 2005 86 3 13 2.31 7.14 
Board Size 2007 86 3 13 2.41 7.27 
Board Size 2009 86 4 13 2.28 7.26 
Board Size All Years 258 3 13 2.33 7.22 
Female Directors 2005 86 .00 .50 .1094 .1442 
Female Directors 2007 86 .00 .60 .1427 .1835 
Female Directors 2009 86 .00 .50 .1279 .1906 
Female Directors All Years 258 .00 .60 .1285 .1728 
Mean Board Tenure 2005 86 0.75 14.00 3.16 5.30 
Mean Board Tenure 2007 86 0.20 19.60 3.46 5.33 
Mean Board Tenure 2009 86 0.60 21.60 3.61 5.80 
Mean Board Tenure All Years 258 0.20 21.60 3.41 5.48 
Mean Director Age 2005 86 42.25 64.55 4.63 53.92 
Mean Director Age 2007 86 43.60 64.20 4.40 54.52 
Mean Director Age 2009 86 46.43 66.20 3.83 55.38 
Mean Director Age All Years 258 42.25 66.20 4.32 54.60 
ROA 2005 86 -0.94 0.31 0.1899 0.0306 
ROA 2007 86 -0.46 0.28 0.1272 0.0516 
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ROA 2009 86 -0.66 0.47 0.1652 0.0205 
ROA All years 258 -0.94 0.47 0.1627 0.0342 
Tobin’s Q 2005 86 0.75 13.57 2.02 2.29 
Tobin’s Q 2007 86 0.60 28.04 3.21 2.18 
Tobin’s Q 2009 86 0.57 8.43 1.31 1.73 
Tobin’s Q All Years 258 0.57 28.04 2.32 2.07 
 
The mean value and standard deviation for the variables during the period 2005 to 2009 sorted 
by firm size can be seen in table 4.15. Age Diversity has a slightly varied mean and standard 
deviation value that decrease with firm size. Board size increase with firm size from 6.17 in 
small firms to 9.70 in large firms, with a standard deviation also increasing from 1.68 in small 
firms to 2.11 in large firms. The ratio of female directors increases with firm size and is 15.39% 
for small firms and 21.24% for large firms, with a standard deviation varying from 0.1058 in 
medium cap firms to 0.1390 in small firms. Mean board tenure increase with firm size and is 
lowest at 5.16 years for small firms and highest at 5.82 years for large firms, with a standard 
deviation decreasing from 3.70 in small firms to 2.34 in large firms. Mean director age is lowest 
for medium sized firms at 54.04 and highest at 56.31 for large firms, with a standard deviation 
decreasing from 4.50 in small firms to 3.58 in large firms. The ROA increases substantially from 
-1.46% for small firms to +7.79% for medium sized firms and +8.48% for large firms, with a 
standard deviation decreasing from 0.1943 in small firms to 0.0725 in large firms. Tobin’s Q is 
slightly higher for small and medium sized firms at 2.11 and 2.12 in comparison with large firms 
at 1.91 and with a standard deviation ranging from 1.53 in medium size firms to 2.88 in small 
firms. 
 
Table 4.15 Descriptive statistics for the variables in small, medium and large firms 
Variable Firm Size N Minimum Maximum Std. Dev. Mean 
Age Diversity Small 126 1.53 18.89 2.92 8.72 
Age Diversity Medium 76 3.09 17.15 2.85 9.12 
Age Diversity Large 56 4.40 13.11 2.20 8.32 
Age Diversity All Firms 258 1.53 18.89 2.76 8.75 
Board Size Small 126 3 10 1.68 6.17 
Board Size Medium 76 4 12 2.03 7.14 

Board Size Large 56 5 13 2.11 9.70 
Board Size All Firms 258 3 13 2.33 7.22 
Female Directors Small 126 0.00 0.50 0.1390 0.1539 
Female Directors Medium 76 0.00 0.43 0.1058 0.1748 
Female Directors Large 56 0.00 0.60 0.1250 0.2124 
Female Directors All Firms 258 0.00 0.60 0.1285 0.1728 
Mean Board Tenure Small 126 0.20 19.60 3.70 5.16 
Mean Board Tenure Medium 76 1.00 21.60 3.56 5.74 
Mean Board Tenure Large 56 2.00 12.00 2.34 5.82 
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Mean Board Tenure All Firms 258 0.20 21.60 3.41 5.48 
Mean Director Age Small 126 42.25 65.40 4.50 54.19 
Mean Director Age Medium 76 43.14 66.20 4.27 54.04 
Mean Director Age Large 56 48.56 64.55 3.58 56.31 
Mean Director Age All Firms 258 42.25 66.20 4.32 54.60 
ROA Small 126 -0.94 0.31 0.1943 -0.0146 
ROA Medium 76 -0.66 0.47 0.1268 0.0779 
ROA Large 56 -0.04 0.28 0.0725 0.0848 
ROA All Firms 258 -0.94 0.47 0.1627 0.0342 
Tobin’s Q Small 126 0.57 28.04 2.88 2.11 
Tobin’s Q Medium 76 0.81 8.43 1.53 2.12 
Tobin’s Q Large 56 0.71 12.46 1.75 1.91 
Tobin’s Q All Firms 258 0.57 28.04 2.32 2.07 
 

4.6.2 Analysis 
We found several trends during the studied period. Age Diversity fluctuated around 8.8 and is 
slightly lower in small and large firms in comparison with medium sized firms. McIntyre et al. 
(ibid.) found an Age Diversity of 8.1, lower than our 8.8, but closer to our result for large firms of 
8.3. The mean average board tenure increased from 5.3 years to 5.8 years during the period, 
with a slightly higher tenure of 5.8 years in large firms in comparison with small firms where 
tenure was 5.2 years on average for the whole period. This differs considerably with McIntyre et 
al. (ibid.) who found an average board tenure of 8.1 years and an optimal board tenure of 
around 12 years. Again, this difference can be explained at least in part by the differences in 
average firm size, but further explanation, especially of the differences in board tenure, is 
necessary. A difference in corporate governance culture regarding the renewal of the board 
between Sweden and Canada may be the cause.  
 
Furthermore, the average age of directors increased from 53.9 years to 55.4 years during the 
time period and large firms had a slightly higher average age of 56.3 years in comparison with 
small and medium size firms at 54.2 years and 54.0 years. In comparison, the average director 
age reported by Folksam (2010) was 57.0 years in 2009. How age was calculated by Folksam 
(ibid.) has not been explained, but they did have a non-response concerning age which this 
study did not have. This together with the fact of how the studies differ in the calculation of 
mean age could explain the difference in results. 
 
In addition, we observed a large increase in gender diversity, with female directors holding 
14.4% of the chairs in 2005 and 19.1% in 2009. Over time, Individual firms increased the 
proportions of female directors on the board. Female directors are more common in large firms 
with 21.2% female directors in comparison with small firms with 15.4% female directors. This is 
similar to the Folksam (2006; 2010) studies that found 18.9% female directors in 2005 and 
19.7% in 2009. The difference between our findings and Folksam’s (ibid.) for 2009 can be 
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explained by the way the means are calculated in the different studies. However, the difference 
in 2005 can not be fully explained by this issue. The Folksam (ibid.) studies used a repeated 
cross-sectional longitudinal research design which includes slightly different firms each year, in 
contrast to the longitudinal retrospective design used in this study, which includes the same 
firms for all years and therefore excludes firms that have been on the stock market for less than 
five years. Seeing that the difference between the results are larger for the year 2005 in 
comparison to 2009, the cause of the differing results could be a function of how the sample 
was constructed.  
 
We also found that the average board size is rather stable around 7.2 directors for the three 
years, but differs substantially between small firms on which average have 6.2 directors, 
whereas large firms have an average of 9.7 directors. Folksam (ibid.) found an average board 
size of 6.6 in 2009 and McIntyre et al. (2007) found an average board size of 9.7 directors for 
the firms in their studies of large Canadian firms.  
 
The results show that both ROA and Tobin’s Q vary substantially over the period, which is 
perfectly normal in a market economy. ROA increased from 3.1% in 2005 to 5.2% in 2007 and 
then fell to 2.1% in 2009. This development was expected as the economy expanded between 
the end of 2005 and 2007 and contracted between the end of 2007 and 2009, due to the 
financial crisis in 2008. Tobin’s Q fell from 2.3 in 2005 to 2.2 in 2007 and continued down to 1.7 
in 2009 which represents a general decline in expectations before, during and after the credit 
crunch. The average Tobin’s Q for all firms during the period is 2.1, i.e.  the market value is 
about twice as high as the book value. The OMX Stockholm exchange had its highest quote in 
the summer of 2007, six months before the measurement of Tobin’s Q of that year. That Tobins’ 
Q is higher in 2005 than in 2007 seems reasonable as the outlook for the stock market was 
better in the end of 2005 than in the end of 2007. A lower Tobin’s Q in 2009 than in 2007 may 
be due more to expectations than to actual performance, seeing that the stock market and 
economy had been booming in Sweden during 2009 and 2010. 
 
When comparing the values of ROA and Tobin’s Q for different firm sizes we can see that ROA 
is much lower for small firms at - 1.5%, compared to medium size and large firms at 7.8% and 
8.5%. This is somewhat understandable as small firms are often young firms in the beginning of 
a growth phase where focus is on development and expansion and not on returns. This is quite 
evident when studying the standard deviation for small firms in contrast to large firms showing a 
2.7 times larger standard deviation for small firms. Tobin’s Q averages 2.1 for small and 
medium size firms and 1.9 for large firms, showing lower expectations for large firms. Therefore, 
the market has higher expectations for smaller companies.  

4.7 Other findings 
Given that we have collected a significant corpus against which to compare our results with 
other studies, several simple linear regressions were run between variables known to potentially 
impact firm performance. It should be noted that without further testing and analysis, these 
results do not necessarily show that the input variable causes the difference in financial and 
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market performance because neither of these results have been controlled. The findings are 
presented in table 4.16 and these results show that Board Size significantly and positively affect 
ROA, but significantly negatively affect Tobin’s Q. We also see that Female Directors 
significantly and positively affect  both ROA and Tobin’s Q. Further, Mean Board Tenure 
positively and significantly affect ROA, but we see no significant effect on Tobin’s Q. Last we 
see that Mean Director Age does not significantly affect ROA, but significantly and negative 
affect Tobin’s Q.  
 
Table 4.16 Simple linear regression with other independent variables (all firms) 
Dependent 
Variable 

R 
Square 

Adjusted  
R Square 

Durbin-
Watson 

Independent Variable B SE B Beta Sig. 

ROA .022 .018 2.048 Constant -0.040 0.033  .218 
    Board Size 0.010 0.004 .148 .017* 
Tobin’s Q .027 .024 1.969 Constant 3.255 0.466  .000 
    Board Size -0.165 0.061 -.165 .008** 
ROA .023 .019 2.017 Constant 0.001 0.017  .949 
    Female Directors 0.192 0.078 .152 .015* 
Tobin’s Q .031 .027 2.068 Constant 1.519 0.239  .000 
    Female Directors 3.168 1.110 .176 .005** 
ROA .065 .062 2.064 Constant -0.033 0.019  .081 
    Mean Board Tenure 0.012 0.003 .255 .000*** 
Tobin’s Q .001 -.003 1.989 Constant 2.193 0.274  .000 
    Mean Board Tenure -0.023 0.043 -.034 .587 
ROA .001 -.003 2.003 Constant -0.034 0.129  .794 
    Mean Director Age 0.001 0.002 .033 .597 
Tobin’s Q .022 .018 1.995 Constant 6.408 1.815  .000 
    Mean Director Age -0.080 0.033 -.148 .017* 
Notes: N=258; *** Correlation is significant at the .001 level; ** Correlation is significant at the 
.01 level; *Correlation is significant at the .05 level 
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There are, however, several significant correlations between these variables as can be seen in 
table 4.2. Most of these correlations are weak, but the correlation between mean director age 
and mean director tenure is moderate and almost strong. Since we argue that ROA is a better 
measurement for firm performance for firms in general, the findings that relate to ROA seem to 
be of more interest. Here we see that both board size, ratio of female directors, as well as mean 
director tenure have an effect. Seeing that there is a clear pattern that small firms have lower 
ROA than large firms and that small firm have smaller boards than large firms, there could be a 
strong correlation between board size and firm size making board size not causing the effect on 
ROA. The large effect board tenure has on ROA may not come as a surprise considering that 
experienced and long-term directors improve decisionmaking. More interesting, however, is that 
our study found that a high ratio of female directors significantly improves both return and 
market value - a topic which has been debated and discussed lively during the last decade. 
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5. Conclusions and implications 
In this chapter we present our conclusions from the data and analysis performed, and discuss 
the implications upon firm performance. Limitations of the research and suggestions for future 
research are also described. 

5.1 Main conclusions 
Age diversity, as listed in table 5.1, significantly and positively affects firm performance as 
measured by ROA. The effect is, however, only found in small firms and is not present in 
medium size and large firms. The effect is found to be linear and contrary to our hypothesis, it 
does not decrease with increased age diversity. The effect of age diversity is slightly more 
pronounced two years after the sampling of age diversity than at the same year, indicating that 
the effect builds up to a maximum at some point in time, whereafter it most likely diminishes in 
effect. Exactly at what point in time the effect is at its highest point has not been concluded, but 
it is likely to be a few years into the future. The size of the effect also varies over time, indicating 
that age diversity is more important in some years and during some circumstances than others. 
 
Table 5.1 Summary of results 
Hypothesis Statistical 

significance 
ROA 

Statistical 
significance 
Tobin’s Q 

Null 
Hypothesis 
rejected 

1: Increased age diversity on the board of directors 
positively affects firm performance. 

Yes No Yes 

2: Increased age diversity on the board of directors 
has a greater positive impact upon firm performance 
in small firms than in large firms. 

Yes No Yes 

3: Extremely high age diversity on the board of 
directors negatively affects firm performance. 

No No No 

 
Age diversity has not been found to be significantly related to firm performance as measured by 
Tobin’s Q. ROA and Tobin’s Q were also not found to be correlated for small or medium size, 
but only large firms. ROA and Tobin’s Q therefore measure two different aspects of a firm. We 
argue that Tobin’s Q is a better indicator of firm value than firm performance. ROA, on the other 
hand, is a good indicator of firm performance because it is a measurement of what the firm 
performs, and not how the market values its performance. For large firms these indicators 
correlate, implying that for large, mature firms, the market’s value of a firm is mostly based on its 
performance. In small and medium size firms the market value is based more on expectations of 
future performance resulting in no correlation with firm performance sampled at the same point 
in time. The null hypothesis for hypothesis one and hypothesis two are therefore, rejected. The 
null hypothesis for hypothesis three is, however, accepted. A caveat regarding hypothesis one 
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is that it is driven entirely by effects present only in small firms, therefore the result must be 
applied with caution. 
 
These findings are only partly in line with the multitheoretical-based framework applied in the 
study, consisting of resource dependence theory, human and social capital theories as well as 
social psychological and organisational theories. We argue that resource dependence theory 
together with human and social capital theories are relevant to explain the effects of age 
diversity on firm performance in small firms. In larger firms no effect is found, which indicates 
that these resources and capital are provided through other channels. Social psychological and 
organizational behaviour theories are, however, not useful to explain the effect, considering the 
effect is found only in small firms. Furthermore, there is no negative effect when age diversity is 
very high, and the decision-making process does not seem to benefit from increased diversity, 
as indicated by Wegge et al. (2008) and Page (2007). 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to increase knowledge of the effects of age diversity in firm boards 
upon firm performance, which in practice can assist decision makers and nominating 
committees in how to effectively utilise age diversity when selecting board members. We were 
interested in finding out if there was a relationship, and if so, if it was positive or negative. The 
research problem was stated as: How does age diversity on the board of directors affect firm 
performance? In our view, the empirical results presented in this thesis support the conclusion 
that there is a significant and positive relationship between age diversity on the board of 
directors and firm performance, but only for small firms. For medium size and large firms there 
is no relationship at all.  

5.2 Limitations of the research 
The most apparent limitation of this study is the finding that ROA and Tobin’s Q do not measure 
the same phenomenon in small and medium size firms. ROA and Tobin’s Q correlate highly for 
large firms, but are not correlated for small and medium size firms. As studies have shown that 
other factors related to board composition can affect firm performance, we controlled for these 
factors. However, there is still a small possibility that the results of this study are caused by an 
external variable not controlled for. A rather high number of firms were also excluded for 
different reasons, most notably because few small firms had been on the stock market for the 
entire period of the study, but also due to the fact that some firms had financial years ending at 
dates other than December 31. Furthermore, only secondary data from annual reports were 
used, and all data was manually collected. 

5.3 Implications for board composition 
The findings of our study are measured on a group level. Therefore, one needs to be careful 
when applying them on an individual level. Applying these findings strictly upon a specific board 
nomination process may not increase firm performance, but rather decrease it, because there 
are many other criteria to consider when choosing board members. However, one should be 
aware of this study’s result; that age diversity on the board of directors positively and 
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significantly affects firm performance in small firms. The nominating committee should therefore 
recognise that age needs to be balanced with other important factors, such as background and 
experience when selecting new board members. Specifically, in case of low age diversity on the 
current board, a different perspective is valuable. Furthermore, we suggest that the next edition 
of the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance should state explicitly not only that the board 
should be diverse with respect to background, experience, competence and gender, but also 
with respect to age. 

5.4 Future research 
When comparing our results to those of other studies, differences could often be explained 
through our use of a longitudinal approach. Although the use of a large population during a 
shorter (e.g. one-year) timeframe makes for an easier study with a larger and more diverse set 
of companies, which can bring out nonlinear effects, we would argue that the main findings 
become less convincing. The impact of a single director, particularly one with a fresh 
perspective, can stretch over years and as our study shows, the effects emerge become clearer 
after some years. We suggest that studies on board composition using a strictly cross-sectional 
approach, should verify their result across a longer time span. 
 
Although our sample size proved to be sufficient for trends to emerge, it would be interesting to 
include more sample points - ideally all of the public companies on the OMX exchange minus 
those considered unsuitable, which based on our sampling would still be around 30%. Another 
improvement is to use data from every year during a whole economic cycle and thus be able to 
use more precise methods for calculating the ROA, i.e. by averaging assets across the year. 
Such an expansion could also verify whether a non-calendar aligned fiscal year affects 
performance, and if not, include the affected companies. This would also give the researcher a 
possibility to study in what phases of a business cycle age diversity affects firm performance 
most. The timing of the maximum size of age diversity’s effect on firm performance could also 
be studied. A study of contextual factors other than firm size would also be of interest. How, for 
example, does age diversity affect firm performance in other markets or cultures? For a smaller 
dataset expansion, it would be particularly interesting to include a broader range of small 
companies for further exploration of hypothesis 2 or more statistically diverse companies (in 
terms of director age, if these can be identified) for exploration of hypothesis 3. 
 
We would also welcome further analysis of the results found in table 4.16 to give a 
comprehensive recommendation for board composition, with regards taken to all variables 
found to be significant. We suggest that the holistic model of Murphy and McIntyre (2007) be 
utilised, with all variables being checked together and in concert, to give a clearer picture of how 
the various considerations of board composition interact. This could provide a measure of the 
total influence of the board upon firm performance and thus, give a clear understanding of the 
actual importance of director selection. 
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Appendix 1 - list of firms analysed 

 
Firm name Size Industry 
Autoliv AB, SDB Large Consumer Discretionary 
Axfood Large Consumer Staples 
Oriflame Cosmetics, S.A. Large Consumer Staples 
Alliance Oil Company Large Energy 
Fabege AB Large Financials 
Investor AB Large Financials 
Lundbergföretagen AB, L.E. Large Financials 
Ratos AB Large Financials 
Svenska Handelsbanken Large Financials 
Getinge AB Large Health Care 
Alfa Laval AB Large Industrials 
Hexagon AB Large Industrials 
SAAB AB Large Industrials 
Seco Tools AB Large Industrials 
SKF AB Large Industrials 
Volvo AB Large Industrials 
Boliden AB Large Materials 
SSAB AB Large Materials 
Millicom International Cellular S.A. SDB Large Telecommunication Services 
Betsson AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
Eniro AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
Fenix Outdoor AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
JM AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
New Wave Group AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
Unibet Group, Plc Medium Consumer Discretionary 
Mekonomen AB Medium Consumer Discretionary 
Brinova Fastigheter AB Medium Financials 
Bure Equity AB Medium Financials 
Fast Partner AB Medium Financials 
Klövern AB Medium Financials 
SäkI AB Medium Financials 
Wallenstam AB Medium Financials 
Öresund Investment AB Medium Financials 
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Medivir AB Medium Health Care 
Q-Med AB Medium Health Care 
Beijer Alma AB Medium Industrials 
Cardo AB Medium Industrials 
Haldex AB Medium Industrials 
Intrum Justitia AB Medium Industrials 
NIBE Industrier AB Medium Industrials 
SAS AB Medium Industrials 
ÅF AB Medium Industrials 
Axis AB Medium Information Technology 
Nolato AB Medium Information Technology 
Orc Software AB Medium Information Technology 
Höganäs AB Medium Materials 
Elanders AB Small Consumer Discretionary 
KABE AB Small Consumer Discretionary 
Nordic Service Partners Holding AB Small Consumer Discretionary 
Metro International S.A SDB  Small Consumer Discretionary 
Midelfart Sonesson AB Small Consumer Staples 
Concordia Maritime AB Small Energy 
Havsfrun Investment AB Small Financials 
Traction AB Small Financials 
Luxonen S.A. SDB Small Financials 
Karo Bio AB Small Health Care 
Artimplant AB Small Health Care 
Biophausia AB Small Health Care 
Elos AB Small Health Care 
Orexo AB Small Health Care 
Probi AB Small Health Care 
Vitrolife AB Small Health Care 
BTS Group AB Small Industrials 
Duroc AB Small Industrials 
Lammhults Design Group AB Small Industrials 
Malmbergs Elektriska AB Small Industrials 
NovaCast Technologies AB Small Industrials 
OEM International AB Small Industrials 
Rederi AB Transatlantic Small Industrials 
Sintercast AB Small Industrials 
Uniflex AB Small Industrials 
Acando AB Small Information Technology 
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Aspiro AB Small Information Technology 
Connecta AB Small Information Technology 
DORO AB Small Information Technology 
Fingerprint Cards AB Small Information Technology 
Intoi AB Small Information Technology 
Know IT AB Small Information Technology 
Mobyson AB Small Information Technology 
MultiQ International AB Small Information Technology 
PartnerTech AB Small Information Technology 
Pricer AB Small Information Technology 
ReadSoft AB Small Information Technology 
Sigma AB Small Information Technology 
Profilgruppen AB Small Materials 
Phonera AB Small Telecommunication Services 
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Appendix 2 - list of firms excluded from 
study 
 
Firm name Reason for exclusion 
AarhusKarlshamn AB Merger in 2005 
AllTele Allmänna Svenska Telefonab IPO 2009 
Atrium Ljungberg AB Merger in 2007 

BE Group AB IPO 2006 
Black Earth Farming Ltd. SDB IPO 2008 
Byggmax Group AB IPO 2010 
CDON Group AB IPO 2010 
Clas Ohlson AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Cloetta AB IPO 2009 
Coastal Contacts AB IPO 2008 
CTT Systems AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Dagon AB IPO 2007 

Diamyd Medical AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Diös Fastigheter AB IPO 2006 
Duni AB IPO 2007 
Etrion corp. Firm established 2009 
eWork Scandinavia AB IPO 2010 
Global Health Partner AB Firm established 2006 
Hemtex AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
HMS Networks AB IPO 2007 
Husqvarna AB IPO 2006 

Intellecta AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
KappAhl AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
LinkMed AB IPO 2006 
Morphic Technologies AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
MQ Holding AB IPO 2010 
Nederman Holding AB IPO 2007 
Net Entertainment NE AB IPO 2007 
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Netonnet AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Oasmia Pharmaceutical AB No annual report available for 2005 
Odd Molly International AB IPO 2007 
Rezidor Hotel Group AB IPO 2006 
RNB RETAIL AND BRANDS AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Sagax AB IPO 2006 
SkiStar AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
Softronic AB No annual report available for 2005 
Svolder AB Noncalendar fiscal year 

Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB Merger in 2009 
Swedol AB IPO 2006 
Systemair AB IPO 2007 
Trigon Agri A/S Firm established 2006 
Venue Retail Group AB Noncalendar fiscal year 
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